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I. INTRODUCTION

.

1.1 OBJECTIVES

.1.

\ .

The objectives,of this study were to assess the reliability and .

validity of the,Studein (SOST) and to provide'
normative data for judging the usefulness of this instrument in the
evaluation of faculty teaching at the University of Windsor.

1.2 BACKGROUND

At:the January 25, 19.75 meeting
of the,University of Windsor

Faculty Senate, a resolution was passed to establish a special committee
"...to review the present practices and procedures for student evalua-
tions of teaching performance." This committee presented an 'interim
report in December of 1975 (Student.Evaluations

Committee).
In addition toroposing a University4policy

on teaching evalu-
ation, the Senate Student

Evaluation'sCommittee devoted a considerable
amount of time and energy to the developmeRt of a survey instrument for
eliciting student opinion of teaching performance. In developing the
Student Opini6 Survey of Teaching (SOST), the Committee'examined and an-
alyzed a 1arg number o1 similar questionnaires used by both Canadian and
American univ rsiti s.

In its gecember report, the Committee recommended:

(a) that the\ SOST be adopted for'University-wide
evaluations by'all

acufeie and Departments;

(b) that a t'kudent committee be charged with coordinatitig survey
activiti4s, validating. and updating the instrument, and interp-

,
ti

reting tHe,data;

(0. that the results of faculty,evalualions be made available to
instructors, students, Rr °motion and tenure committees, d
University administration.

1:3 PROBLEM

Follgwing'the December or-t, co ern vidLs expressed by a nu4er

,

of *ndividua1s that the immedi e adoptfail and ,Uoiversity-widedisseM-

.

ination of SOST results wou dbe inappropriate ind even 'negligent until\

I

go.
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,the instrument had been figld-tested and, if necessary, revised. It

Was felt that the gathering and dissemination of data.vitich could

directly affect the prombtion and tenure of large nunibers of faculty.
members should be based on an instrument of 'known reliability and
validity. Furthermore,, some felt the, field-test andNalidation should
be

I

conducted by unbiased individuals who had no part in the development
of the instrument.

The present study, supported by funds from the Ontario Unive'rsities

Propme for Instructional Development through the Office of Learning.-

Teaching Development, eXamlned the reliability and validity of the SOST
(Appendix A). Recommendations for revision are included in Section IV
of this report.

1.4 EXPERIMENTAL bESIGN
4

This section describes the general experimental design employed
in the study. Detailed Descriptions of subjects, c*ta collection, and
analytic procedures are included in Section

1.41 Subjects

The total data pool represents the responses of 2229 students who
were enrolled in 93 classes taught by 53 :instructors in 12 academic

disciplines. Although an attempt was Ade to sample student opinion
from a wide range of subject areas, the data do not necessarily
repre'sent a random cross-campus samplppf.students, courses or -instYlic-

.
tors.

Participation in the study by instructors was voluntary. In most
. cases individual instructors were contacted verbally and consent was

obtained by a follow-up explanatory letter (Appendix B). In a few .cases

department heads and deans were asked to approach individual faculty,
Oembers on a voluntary basis.

,

Table 1.1 sumarizes the pool, indiCating the number of. ..

student responses, instructors and,classes by subject area. Approxi-
mately; one-half of the responses were obtained among students enrolled
in ol

.,,,
and Psychology courses. These two departments also accounted .

for over O% of the instructors (30/53) and lasses (61/93).

. P
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Table 1.2 presents a profile of instructors by rank and sex.

The category "other", which includes, LOtturers., Instryctorslind

Teaching Assistants, accounted for almost 50% of the instructors'
by rank. The fewest ratings were obtained among Full Professors

(10%). Approximately 60% of the instructors were males; 40% were
fgmales.

Table 1.1 SUMMARY OF DATA BY SUBJECT AREA

Subject Area Instructors Classes Student Responses

Biology 13 36 670

Business Administration . 1 2 97

Chemistry 1 1 79

Education 2 2 32

Engineering 1 1 9

Geology - I 2 59

Germanic & Slavic, Studies 4 j 9 106

Mathematics
, 1 2 105

Nursing 8 9 265 .

Philosophy 2 2 29

Psychology 17 25 622

Sociology & 4thropology 2 2
1.5

.

TOTALS 53 93 2229

Table 1.2 PROFILE OF INSTRUCTORS BY RANK AND SEX
.

Rank .

Sex
.

Total

. 4.4
Male Female

.

Professor 4 1 5

Associate Professor 9 2 11

Assistant Professor 8 4 12 ',

Other
. 10 15 25

TOTALS , 31 22 53
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A profile of 'the student raters is given in Table 1.3.".. About

65% of the students in the sample" wereScienceand MathiMatics or
Social Science Majors. These students-were fairly evenly' distributed *_

between Honour's and deneral programmes. Over 50% of thestudgnts wereArolled
in their first yea6f university. i

1 f42 Data Ctrl lection

TwP part-time research assistants were employed to help in the ',
data collection and organization. Thl general procedure was as follows:'

a) the assistant arrived at the-agreed-upon (instructor-selected) ,

time and the instructor was asked to leave the room.

b) the students were asked to cooperate in the evaluation of the
instructor but were not informed that responses, would be'used
for research purposes.'

c)

multiple choice standard responseform for recording his/her

each student received 1 copy of the instrument (psT) and a

evaluations.
A

d) students were asked to indicate the course number and the
instructor's'name on the response form but to omit their own
name and student number.

e) depending on class Size, the students were permitted 10 to 15
minutes to complete the evaluation. The response forms and
Instruments were then collected and the students were thanked
for their cooperation.

f) the completed response forms were olltically scanned and the data
transferred to standard data procetsing cards.

All evaluations were completed during the.last 4 weeks of the
Fall and Spring terms, 1976-77. Table 1.4 presents a summary of the
data, giving means and standard deviations for each of'the evaluative
items (9-28). This summary is'based on the entire data pool (2229
responses) regardless of class or instructor.

1.43 Analyses

All analyses were performed With the aid of the University IBM
.61
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Tab, 1.3 PROFILE OF STUDENT RATERS

(N.2M)
4,

1

r

. .

.,

Frequedies,

I Item A C 0
.

.

E.
.

..
Arts Soc. WI ,' Sci.4 Math Bus. Other

My major is in:
. ,

13.1% 24.6% '40.3% RA% Ii13.1,1.

Hon. Pgm Gen. Pgm.

.

. .- '

.

,

...

.

%

.
.

.

! This course is part
of my:

.

52.1%

.

'47.9%
-

0-2 3-7 8-12 13-17 ' 18. .

1. I have completed the

following number of :

University-level full
courses:

,

52.O% 15.4%
_

.

4

10.5%

.

, l
.

8:5%

*

13.7t

-
.

.
..

-
Superior Above Avg. Average

#
Below A9. Fai ing

Rating myself agiinst
the performance of

4.9% 38.p

.

. .
.

49.5%

.

.6.0%'

.

.

1.0%
other students in the
class, I see Myself in-
one of the following
'groups:.

.

This course was coms-
pulsory.

Yes No Not Sure
." .

.

51.7%
.

44.2% ,

,

,

4.1%

.
.

My Attenchnce.and,Punc-
. tUality have been con-,

sisterly good.
. -

Yes .No

. .

, .

3

,

it'

91.1% 4 8.9%

.
/

.

.. Compared to other

. courses I have taken,
I. consider my effort

in this course to
have been:

,

Excellent Above Avg. Average Below Avg. Poor

0. 10.3%

.

.

39.9%

.

-

.

41.6% 6.9%

.

1.2%

.

,. I have found the mat-
erial in this course

i to be inherently diff-
cult

..,,

Yes

.

,.

.,

,

29.3%
.

70;7%.

3

6

8

Is.
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Table 1:4, SUMMARYOF-SOST.DATAi.

MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS1'2

ITEM MEAN : STANDARD DEVIATION

9

10

'11

12

.13

14.

1.900

2.244

3./56

1.869

1.949.

1.451

0.912

1.060

4.014

0.855,

0.965.

0.668qt
15 1.848 0.90216 1:627 (036
17 2.009' 0,873

2.353 1.076
19

1.147
20 2.778 1.022
21 2.464 '0.976
22 2.654 0.917
23' 2.453 1.016
24 3.653 0.988
25 3.513 0.76Q
26 3,518 0.966
27, 2.808 ,1.227
28 2.436 0.976

1 Based on 2229 student4responie5 in 93 class sections taught by

53 instructors, in 12 academic disciplines.

2---Responses were' ceded ag folloWs: A = 1, B = 2, C =3, D = 4,
and E = 5.
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`360/65 computing facility usiq.subprcigrams Of the Statistical Package
for the Social-Sciences' (SitSSIb4n#the-Statistiial Analysis System4-

(SAS). The following.fsa general outline of the analyses:;

4

'Normative Data,(Appendix .C). These areelescrtpiive data including
means and standard deviations for each of, thg items on tie instrument,

These data differ from those in Table,1.4 in that all.analyseswpre-
".

.

based on class means. These data permit indiv4dual instructors to
4 compare their own class evalluatibns with

naverage'ratingsobtained I .

in 93 other classes.

Reliability. Bottrinternaliknsistenty and-stability were examined.
The internal consistency of'each subs &le was,ostimated using Cnonbach's
alpha coefficient. Stability was assessed by the test-retest prpcedure
with intervals of 7, 14, 21, and,28 dayS. 1.

4

Validity. The construct validity of the instruMent was examined,
by factor analysis. In addition, a series of analyses Of Variance;

were performedto determine whether student_ respohtes were; systematically
biased by irrelevant faCtors (student

characteristics; instructor char;
acterittics; classcharacterisfics). /Criterion:related Validity was'.
assessed by examining relationships bet en student ratings and objectivS'
measures of student achievement. Final y, correlations. were obtained
between each of the SOST items and each Item om a nur4er of other. widely-
used teaching evaluation instruments.

1.5 ORGANIZATION .9F REPORT

Section I of this report presents a (brief reliiew of representative,
studies on the reliability and'validity of teaching evaluation instru;
ments. Section III reports the reliability and,validity ofthep5OST
and Section IV- gives a sumMary of thesfindirts, presents the conclusions,

, and forwards several recommendations concerning the development and-use
of teaching evaluation instruments at the University of Windsor. -"

1 to,0
4

4
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II. RELIABILITY AND VALIolTi OF TEACHING 'EVALUATION INSTRUMENTS,vf

2.1 RELIABILITY'
,,

Two terms, that are ofteil used to describ4Ohe meaning of relia-'
bility are "precision" and'"consistency."

In test and measurement
theory reliability' is an estimate of th% extent to Which."differe e
inobserved) test scores' are attribute6leo

iffer
:'the characteristics

'under-consideiation and the' extent o whch hey'
are,attributable to'chance errors (Anastasi, 190). Said another: .

way, the reliability of a test, is a measWe.which
allows liyto

estimate what proportion of observed test score variance is error'
variance.

Gulliksen (1965).defines thete relationship's concisely as follows:,
. = Ti ,& E, or' E. u X, - T'

Where: i = the observed score of the ith person
. C ,

'Ti -= the "true" score of the ith person
-

Ei = the error component for the same person

It is apparent then, that the observed score for any individual is,
a composite of tha4

individual's "true" score and an error factor.
Furthermore, the variance of observed.scoret

in a populatio) n (S 2x)ts -
made up of "true"

scare variance (S r) and error variance (S2E), "and"and the
reliability coefficient is the ratio:

r
xx

S
2

S2
X' 4

An extremely important question is,' "what factors add to the er,
.. yariance the

s

reb
i
affecting the reliability of a given test?' ToJielp

answer:this 91tion Thorndike (1949)'and
Cronbach (1970) have clasi7

fied.the sources of test score variance (Table 2.1). The sources of, .s.

variance include: (1) lasting - general characteristics such as
liireadilig and pr:Oblem solving abilities,, lasting - specific-.

,

.,, .

characteristics such at knowledge of specific test questions, '(.3). .

e

tetnporary yleneral characteristics such as health, fatigue and motivation,
.. JP.

.

. ,

4
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Table 2.1 SOURCES4TEST-5CORE VARIANCE CLASSIFIED*

I. Lasting and general characteristics of the individual.
1. General skills reading),
2. General ability to comprehend instructions, testwiseness,

techniques.of taking tests
3. Ability tosolve problems of the general presented in
It this test -

4. Attitud4, emotional reactions, or habits generally oper
ating id'situations like the test situation ik.g., self-
confidence)

II. Lasting and specific characteristics of the individual.
1. Knowledge and skills required by particular problems inthe test
2, Attitudes, emotional reactions, or habits related to

particular test stimuli (e.g., fear of high places broughtto mind by an inquiry about such fears on a personality
110 test)

III. Temporary and general
characteristiesdof the individual

(systematically affecting performance on various tests at
a particular time)

1. Health, fatigue, and emotional strain
g2. MotiVation, rapport with examiner
3. Effects of heat, light, ventilation, etc.
.4._ Level of practice on skills required by tests, of this

type '

5. Present attitudess emotional reactiodt,.or strength of
habits (insofar ash these are departures from the person's
average or lasting characteristics -- e.g., political
attitudes during an election campaign),

, 1

IV. Temporary and specifiC'characteristics of the ind4idual.
1. Changes in fatigue or motivation developed by this partfcflartest (e.9.; discouragement restlting from failure on a

particular item)
2. Fluctuations in attention, coordination, or standards of. judgment

fi3. Fluctuations in memory for particular' facts
4. Level of practice on skills or knowledge required by this

parti'cu]ar test (e.1., effects of special coaching)
5. Temporary emotional states, strength othabits, etc., related

to particylar test stimuli (e.g., a question calls to mind
_a recent bad dream)

6. Luck in the'selection of answersby "guessing"

.,444

*After R.L. Thopidike, 1949, p.73 and L.J. Cronbach, 1970, p. 175'. .

1
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and (4) temporary - specific
characteristics-such,as fluctuations inl,

attention, coordination and memory for specific facts.
The lasting- general characteristics affect the "true" score Jtri-

.

Ace and.the.otemporery-specific
characteristics affect the error'

variance. The lasting-specific characteristics and temporary-general
-charaCteristics May affect elther,variances depending upon the type
of reliability beirig studied.

Research on teachi,ig evaluatio instruments has concentrated on
two types of reliabtltty:

internal consistencyand stability. In
general, internal consistency studies examinethe degree'ofhomqgen-
eity of items'and/dr behaviours sampled by a tett orsubscale. Tests
of internal consistency such as Cronbach's

Ilpha(Cronbach, 1970) count
lasting-specific and temporary- specific characteristics as error
,variance. On the other hand, studies of stability provide an index
of the extent sof fluctuation in scores over a specified time interval.
The test-retest proceddre, vcommonly employed measure of stability,
considersstemporaryLieneral and temporary-specific characttristics as
sources of error variancele:

.

'InterniT consistency and stability are independent of eaFh other.
An internally consistent instrument may or may.not be stable. A stable

'instrument may or may not be internally consistent. ,

11

1!)

1
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2.11 Internal Consistency Studies
t ,

A larg number,pf studies on thenternal consistency of student
evaluation strumentshave been reportedover the past 25 years.
Table 2.2 p v,ides,a fairlYrepresentttive sample of these 5tudits.
We will not tteript hereto eudluateor even'discuss each of these
studies indi idually, however,'a number of cautionary statenientveem
appropriate,

Even 4 casual examination of the res&rch shows a-Areat.deal of
variability ariongstudies:witli regard to:

I. '

1) numbers of student rater5"(59 to Acto.0-) and numbers of
.

coursev-(1 to 1279),
.

2) numbers of items per subscale Or instrument (2 to 140),
ands

3) analytic procedures us'ed (split-half, Kuder-Richardson
formulae, odd-even means; Cronbach's alphadHoyt and
others). Each of these differences may affectthe inter-
pretation of the internal consistency coefficient.

Perhaps the most significant of the-above mentlered sources of
variability is the number of items per subscal. It has long been

recognized (Spearman; .1910 and Brcilp, 1910) that, other things being
equal, the longer a test the'more reliable (internklly

consistent)
it-is. Therefore, care 5hould be taken when comparing internal.

, -

consistency scores across suAkarles possessing different numbers
of items.

Another source of variability among the studies is the unit of
/analysis employed. In'some studies the unit of analysis is individual

student within a class (example: Wher4y, 1951). In other studies AO
is students across classes (example:* Aleamoniand Spencer, 1973). In)
still other studies, the altalytictunit is class means presumably' regard-
less of individual class size (POhlmann,1975). .Here again, becaUse of
di-fferences in expeeivental.desi'gn,

caution should be exerted when
. ,comparing coefficients among studies.

With-these cautions in mind, one might still be impressed with
the remarkably high internal consistency coefficients reported. The
Coefficients compare quite favorablywith

many psychometric instruments
includin§ abilityests and personility inventories, even those developed
by factor analytic techniques.

it

A



Researcher Student'
Raters (N)

Type of
Instrument

Analytic
ProcedUre

Internal

Consistency -

Wherry (1951)

LOvell and Hanir,
(1955)

Remmers and
Weisbrodt (1965)

Harvey, and Barker

4970)

Hildebrand;)Wilson,
andrenst (1971)

Doile,(1972)

Aleamoni and
Spencer (1973)

42')

)

46 ),

)

46 )

)

47 ),

)

44 )

rating past
better and
worse inst-
ructors

105 in 4
courses

1908 in 59
courses

59 male students
regardless of

courses

1015 rating past
best and worst
instructors

379 in 11 courses

297 regardless of
courses

a

12-item 25-point
ratings

140-item-25-point
ratings

140-item five-point
ratings

12-item five-point
ratings

70 forced-choice
dyads

36 forced - choice

tetrads'

11 ten-point ratings
(PRSI)

21-item ten-point
ratings

7-8 item seven-point
ratingi"

9-28 item 5-point-
ratings

(SOSc)

50-five-point ratings
. (CE010)

50- five -point ratings

Wit-half

Split-half

Split-half

Split-half

Kudei.-Richardsbn 14

Odd-ever meins

Horst

Product-moment

correlation '

-Alpha

Hoyt

Split-half (negative
versus positive items)

Split-half (mixed ne§-'
ative and 'positive)

'88

.96

.98 .

.88

.79 corrected to

88

1.67-.91

.38-93

.807.813..

.90=.96

.85 orrected to

.9rf,

.8Lcorrected to'

.93-



...:conttnued- Table 2.2 REPRESENTATIVE STUDIES -OF INTERNAL CONSISTENCY*

Retarcher.
Student

Raters (N)
Type of -

Instrument
Analytic

,Procedure
Internal

Consistency

Pohlmann (1975)

-I

? in 16 courses

94 -,571 in 7'

courses:

35,000 in 1-t279

-.courses

50-five-point
-isatingf

43-1C).ifem CEO
supscale*

21-item 5-point
ratings

Kuder-Richardson 21.

Kuder-Richardson 24 .

Product-moment
cprrelation

.

'.93 average

-.5?-?/37

I/

4Purdue Rating.Scald fOr Otructors
b
Illinois Course Evaluation Quegtionnaire

cMinnesota Student Opinion Survey

I

t

4

AP°

*Mod,ified and Updated after:Opyle (1975)

1.

V.
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seemS,then that many widely
.

.

ments lIkpossiss relatively high

averagin9 apprOximatelly .7.to 19.

2.12 .Stability Studies

. Research on the stability 0

extended ,over a period of 50 year

and ,his associates (1927) en the

Although a'considerable number of

fulness of this kind of informati

educators and psychometricians.

14

teaching evaluation instru-

consistehcy-with coefficient&

nt evaluation instruments has ,

ning with the work of- Remmers

Rating Scale for Instructors:

es have been,reported,,the use-
.

been questioned by several

yle (1975):

While it 'ould ae imbortant
to know t e ext nt to which
ratings.c ange ver iimehas
a functio of random or sys-
tematic rater, task, and sit-
uational lactocs as"distin-

.

guished from instructor and
course factors; the typical,
retest study is 'only margin-

ally adequate to the task,
given that instructor Changes
are uncontrolled and trait
differences.usually unexamined.

Researchers conducting stability studies have responded that

teaching behavi6urs tend to remain stable over short periods of time

even, fop.' example, when instructors are given feedback by way of

student evaluations (Murray, 1973). Therefore, retest studiesare

helpful in identifying the extent of a major source of error variance

that attrjbutable to fluctuations in student characteristics.,

As with' studies of internal consistency, the design bf stability

studies varies considerably. The major differences among studies are:

number of student raters, .type and number Of items, and very impor
tantly, the time interval between initial test and retest. (In general,

the stability"of an instrument decreases with increasing time intervals

(Anastasi, 1976))

All of the studies summarized in Table 2.3 with the exception of

Bausell et. al.(1975) examincd stability within individUal courses over
relatively short periods of time (3 days to one semester). It is

probable that the majority of the variance in stability coefficients
among thise studies is attributable to differences in the items and

7. 4.
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numbers of student raters: (ceiticalryalues decrease with increasing
N). In general, these studies indicate that student evaluation instru-

. f',vents possess moderate to high stability over short time intervals.

Another objection to stability studies is that voiced by Kulik
and McKeachie (1975):

For educational administrators and
researchers, the meaning of these

coefficient& is limited.
Reliability coefficients for indi-
vidual student ratings reflect the
degree of consistency of students.
Most educational administrators and
researchers are concerned with the
consistency of teachers and therefore
aremore concerned with the. reliability
of clasS ratings of instructors.

The study by Bausell et. al. (1975) is particularly interesting in
that it addresses the problems posed by Kulik and McKeachie. Rather
than using individual student ratirigs, class means were computed.

Class means for "same course - sameinstructor" were correlated .across

time intervals ranging from one semester to two years: In essence, then,

this study examined the combined stability of teaching behaviours and
student ratings. The data are confounded, however, because raters changed
with c)ass enrollment:

Nonetheless, several interesting conclusions might be drawn by 4'

,comparing Bausell's mean stability coefficients (.64, .78 and .65) with
those from within individual courses jTable 2.3), Iappears that the
two are not strikingly dissimilar. This would argue that the'majority

Abe variabilit in student ratings can be attributed to the rater

and that teach g-behaviours remain fairly' stable ellpver longer'

periods of time.

Costin, Greenough and Menges.(1971)summarize their review of

reliability studies in the following way:

It would appear, then, that students
can rate classroom instruction with
a reasonable degree of reliability.
In particular, the'evidence cited
concerning the stability of students'
ratings argues against the contention

that' student opinions of
instruction are difficult to interpret.
since they might:be made after &par-
ticularly good or bad atypical exper-
ience (e.g., a lecture).

2



Table 2.3 REPRESENTATIVE STUDIES OF STABILITY*

.4

Researcher Student
Raters (N)

Type of
Instiliment

Time

Interval Stability

Remmers and 30-33 in 3 courses
Brandenburg
(1927)

Root $931) 200 in one cbtrse

Lovell and Haner 105 in 4 courses'
(1955)

Cbstin (1.968) Unreported number,
mostly in sections
of one large course

Kooker (1968) 92 in 4 sections

Coptin (1971)

Kohlan (1973)

Bausell et al
(1975)

Same
, -

219 of 11 instruc-
tors 4,

271 in eight classes

41 courses

39 courses

37 courses

10-ten-point
ratings
(PRSI')

50 item checkliit

36 force4choice'
tetrads

'5 subscales, 3-5.

five-point rptings
each

7 subscales 7-14
five-point atings

.

. each

Total scores

4 subscales, 4-7
five-point ratings
each (factor scores)

3 subscales, 4-7
five-point ratings

each

Single general five-
point ratings

14 5-point ratings

12 5-point ratings

10 5-point ratings

3 days .42-.92

4 weeks

2 weeks

. 95

. 89

Mid - semester .41-.87
to end of
semester

2 weeks .58-.87

2 weeks

2 weeks

.91

.67-.77

4

2nd day of semester .55-.70
to. last week of
semester

2nd day of semester .58

to last week of sem-
ester

Fall 1968 to. Spring
.1969 .31-.79 (X=.64)

Fall 1972 to Fall .64-.87 (i=078)
1973

Spring 1973 to Fall .23-.80 (i=.65)
1973

7 Pitrdue Rating Scale for Instructors *Modified and Updatedafter Doyle (1475)

a

2,i
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2.Z VALIDITYVALIDITY ti

In.general, the validity of a psychometric instrument islan,
assessment of whit an instrument measures and how well it measures
it. However, these criteria are not sufficiently specific to convey ,'

the entire meaning'of validity. me

According to Standards for Educational and Psychologfcal Tests"

and Manals-41974),,a joint effort of the American Psyeildlogical

Association, American Educational Research Associatiod and the National

Council on Measurement in Education, 'validity information indicates
the degree to *rich the test is capable of achieving,certain'aims."

The aims of testing may be:

.... to determine how an individual performs at present inA
a universe of situations that the test situation is claimed

to iepresent.ex: school achievement tests)

2. .... to forecast an indivi'dual's future standing or to

estimate an individual's-present standing on some variable

of particular significance that is different from the test.
(ex: "scholastic aptitude. tests)

3. .... to infer the degree to which the indiyidual possesses

some hypothetftal trait or quality (construct).presumed to
be reflected in the test performance. (ex: personality
tests)

'Based on these "aims Of testing" three types of validity have
been recognized: content validity, criterion-related validity, and
construct validity.

Content validity is a measure of the extent to which the instru-
ment samples the universe of behaviours about which generalizationsare
to be. made. This type of validity is important in scholastic and
vocational tests of knowl edge Dr specific skills. For example, a
valid test of arithmetic ability would contain a representative.
sample of addition, subtraction,

multiplication And division problems
at varying 'levels of difficulty and abstraction.

In order to eXamine the content validity of a test one must
first do a systematic analysis of the behaviour domain, covered by
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the test. Subsequently, onemould examine the number and levels of
specific test items to insure proportional representation and cam-
pleteness of coverage. 4

Criterion-related validity is a measure of how well a test
. predicts an individual's behaviour in a given set of circumstances.

Usually it is demonstrated by correlating test scores with some

independent.grasure of performance. Fsir example, the Medical

College Admissions Test (MCAT) Is designed to predict acadealic
success in medical school. To the extent that it does so with
some degree of accuracy, it may be said to have criterion-related
validity.

The APA 'Standards identifies two types of criterion-related
validity which differ in the timetinterval between test administration'
and criterion measurement. If the two are separated by_a reasonable.
period' of time, the measure of association between them is referred s'

to as "predictive" validity. This kind of information is most use-
ful in making decisions such as personnel hiring or.classification

. and student admissions or placement.

If a-test is'administered to an individual or group of individuals
on whom criterion data is already available, the,relationship is
referred to as "concurrent" validity. Knowledge of concurrent validity
is helpful in interpreting

the re's)i.tr.s of tests which examine the
present status of an individual, (patfet, student, employee) rather

, 7,-

than predicting future status,

Construct validity is a measure of the degree to which test
scores reflect some hypothetical

or theoretical trait or factor.
Examples of such factors (constructs) argue. (school motivation ",

"social introversion ", "manual dexterity " and 'mathematical aptitude".
Ctnstruct validity is especially important in the clinical

application of personality inventories for diagnosing behavioural 4,

and emotional disorders. A number of these tests, including the -

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMP) and the California

Psychological Inventory (CPI), are purported.to have a.high,degree
of conStruct-valfdity.

Several procedures are commonly used to assess the construct
validity of a.particular test. The most important of these are correlations

.*

2 ti
Mir

4
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with other.tests which measure the same construct, a factor antrysi1 .

Factor'analysis is asfairly sophisticated analytic. procedure .

that is often useful in
identiffingcommonalities i.n behavioural data:

The goal of factor,analysis is to s!p"whether dome underlying pattern
of reirationships exists6such .thatthedata may be re-arranged or
reduced to aSmaller set'of factors. ThiS is accomplished by analyzing

'411 possible correlations
among items,Airouping cdmmon ftems.together,

and assigning appropriate loadings (welks)to each. The clusters --

..so formed may represent unique factors or conotructs:

2.21' Validity Studies: Overview

The validation of a teaching evaluation instrument is an
especially difficult task when compared to the validation of other
test and measurement devices. Each type of validity poses special
problems.

Content Validity. Presumably a teaching evaluation inArument
-possessing eontent validity is one'thathas a representative number
(and type) of items which measure teaching behaviours that affect
student learning. Unfortunately, the plain truth Of the matter is .

thaewe know verylittle about this domain of behaviours. irrfacl,"
,it has been suggested by some (Bu uthLand Capie, T977) that teaching
behaviours pay account for less than 10%,of the variance in'student

,Wchievement. #

Another approach is to ask students the criteria that they
consider important to teachingeffeCtiveness and 014 to. examine

,teacher.rating'forms for completeness based on thdse c. riteria,

In fact, this may be a better measure of content validity in that
these instruments afire Resigned to measure the student'sperception

of teaching effectiveniis (Table 2.4). :

' The beat and most widely used teacfiing.evaluation
instruments'

are assumed to content validity because, as a first,step in
their construction, -tudents (and faculty) are often asKed to'list
characteristics Of particularly.good and/or partglarly poor 10trlic-
iors (Hildebrand et. al, T971). The list of :characteristics is then',"
tromedby data reduction procedUres (often factor analysis).and. '''

. .pheasid into items to produce the final instrument.
.

Interestingly, the factors most often named as;:laracteristic of

4

4

4



Table 2.4 CHARACTERISTICS OF GOOD TEACHING*
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Bousfield/ Clinton
2

Deshpange,
et al

French
4

Fairness

Mastery of subject

Interesting presen-
tation of material

Well-organized
material

Clearness of
exposition

Interest in
students

Helpfulness

Ability to direct
discussion

Alterity

Keenness of
intellect

-1: Listed in order.
of importance,
by 61 under7,.

graduates at
University of

, Connecticut.
/

Knowledge of
subject matter.

Pleasing per-
sonality

Neatness in ap-
pearanCe and
work,

Fairness

K4nd and
sympathetic

Keen. sense of
humor

Interest in
profepion

Interesting
preseniation

Alertness and
7""-broadmindedness

Knowledge of
methods

2..Citted it
order of
importance,

V by 17.7 juhior-
. years students

-at Oregon State

University,

Motivation

Rappdrt
4

Structure

Clarity:

Content mastery

Overload (too
much Work-)

Evaluation
.procedure

Use of teaching
aids-

skis
Teaching styles

3. Listed in
order of
importance,
by 674 under-
graduates who
rated 32 engi-

' ,neering tea-
che?s,

Interprets ideas
clearly

Develops student
interest

Develops skil)s,
of. thinking

Broadens

interests

Stresses important
materials

Good ppdagogical
methods

Motivates to do
best work

Knowledge of,
subject

ILConveys new
viewpoints

Clear explan-
ations. 0

4. listed in order
of importance,
by undergrad-
uates at the
University of -

Washington

I

.o

V

-*After R.I. Miller, 1974.

I

cont'd
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T4ble 2.4 CHARACTERISTICS' OF GOOD TEACHING' ...con'td

Gadzella
5

.Perry6 gue Hildebrand
8

Xnbwledge of Well-prepared for
subject class

Intere in sqbjeot Sincere inlerest
in subject

Flexibility Knowledge of
subject

Well- prepared

Uses appropriate
vocabulary

5. Listed in Order
of importance,
by 443 under-

graduates at
Western Wash- '
ington State

Effective teach-
ing methods

Tests for under-'
standing

Fair in evaluation

effective commurii-
cation

ftl Encourages indepen-
dent thought

, Course organized ,

logically

"Motivates students

6.Ifsted in.order
of importance,

. 1493 students,

faculty, alumni
at University.
of TOleda.

College "
Smith

College.
.

Knowledge of
subject

'Fair evalua-
tor

Explains ".
clearly

7. Listed in
order of

, importance,
.. 307 stud-

ents at

'Philander

Dynamic and vier-
gettt person

Explains clearly

'Interesting pre-
sentation

Enjoys teaching

Interest in
students .

Friend,- toward
stude

Encouages class
discussion

Discusses-other'
pciiiits of view

B. Listed in order

/ of importance)
by 338 under-
graduate and
graduate stu-
dents at Uni-
versity of

California,
Davis.

4
hy-

2 st
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good instrktors seems to'be fairly constant.. Thus ma instruments
have items covering the following areas:

v-
a) knowledge of subject

b) abif4ty to present material in a clear and nteresting manner
c) ability to motivate students

d) course organization ''

e) course workload

f) rapport

g) feedback .

h) student evaluation (grading procedures) /
/

Criterion-related Validity,. The problem with criterion-related'4E4

,validity is that there is a general lack of agreement on the criteria.
Most people, however, would concede that a "good,teacher" is one who
facilitates student-learning. As a result, many 'studies have examined

4

o

relati &nships petWeen instructor ratings and stu

the best estimate of criterion- related validity

with this, of course, is that many'factors may

behaviours constitute'only one of these factor

least significant factors). These. studies, th

variables not directly related to the teachin

tor.-

A

ent achievement as

The major problem

ffect learning; teaching

(possibly one of the

n, areconfounded-by many

behaviours of the instruc-

Another approach -has been to examine 4lationships between student
ratings of instructors and ratingt of theihe instructors given by
other individuals. In most cases the "oth individuals" are colleagues,
department chairmen, deans', alumni or paid observers. In at least one
study (Centra, 1973) am- attempt was made o find relationships between
student ratings and self - ratings by ingt ctors. In any case, mere

agreement-between students and other ob rverS probably constitutes
a',weak measure of validity.

Construct Validity. The major p obl'em with construct' validity is
that":"constructs" concerting teaching effectiveness are rather vague
and ill-defined. Forlikample, the c struct, "ability to motivate
students", may mean seVerai things different people or even several

. things to the same individual.

I
0

7
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None-the-less, two approaches have generally been used to
assess the construct validity of teacher rating forms. One method
is to examine

correlations betWeen4instru nts. If two instru-
ments measure the same constructs, corresitonding items on the
instruments should be highly correlated. The second approach, and
one which has met with,a

reasonable amount of success, is factor
analysis. If an instrument

possesses construct validity, subscile
'factor loadings should be relatively high.

/

Perhaps the mast common complaint voiced by opponpnts of teaching
evaluations is that they are subjec student bias and that ratings
are affected by many variables over which the instructor has no control.
To test these hypotheses studies have examined the effects of a
number of student, instructor, and class variables on teacher ratings.

The remainder of this section summarizes the results of represen-
tative studies on:

1) Criterion-related Validity: Student Ratings and Ratings of
Others

2) Student Ratings and Achievement
3) Construct Validity: Factor Analysis
4) Effect'of Student Variables'on Ratings

.

'5) Effect of InStructor Variables on Ratings
6) Effect of Class Variables on'Ratings

.1?

2.22 Student Ratings and Ratings of Others

Several studies have examined correlations between student ratings
and ratings given by colleagues (Table 2.5). In general, the coefficients
obtained havelbeen.moderate, averaging .4..to'.5. One study (Murray:11973)
found a correlation of,.82.

Ratings given to teaching assistants in large courses by their
supervisors also correlate moderately well with student evaluations
(.49i 162) as do alumni ratings of their former professors ('-.5).

The highest degree of agreement has been found between ratings
given by paid qbservers and student ratings (.92). 'Perhaps this study

41
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Table 2.5 STUDENT RATINGS AND RATINGS OF OTHERS

Study
. Correlation Coefficients

wir

I. Colleague Ratings

Maslow and Zimmerman 119567
Aqamoni and yimer, (197p

;Murray - :0971
Centra '(1975)

'

II., Supervisor Ratings

Hayes (1971) `

Costin (1966)

//

III. Alumni R. in 's

Drucke an'd Remmers (1950)

IV. P d Observer' Ratin s

I

urray

Self-ratings

Centra

(1973)

(1973)

.30 to .63

.16 to .30
.82

,00 to .54

.62

.49

.40 to .68

r

.92

3 f)

IM
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is,the most significant in that the paid observers attended classes

vith students and were therefore in Abetter position than other out-
.,

side raters to judge the effectiveness of a given instructor.

Finally, one study (Centra,-1973) examined relationshipt between

_student ratings and instructors self-ratings. The Correlatf ns obtained

were low, averaging .21. In most casesdnitructors tended, to ate

themselves more favourably than their students.

2.23 Student Ratings and Achievement

Another way of looking at criterion-related validity is to examine

relationships between ratings and student achievement. ACcording to

Murray (1973),

Students and faculty would agree that the
ultimate criterion of good teaching, is the,
extent to which students learn, or make
progress toward educational goals. Most
rating forms for student evaluation of
teaching are not intended to provide a
direct measure of student learning, but
they are designedo measure aspects of
teaching (eg. clarity of presentation)
that would be expected to haVe some direct
or indirect effect upon student learning.
Thus it is reasonable tb expect some degree
of positive correlation between student rat-
ings of teaching and objective measures of
student achievement.

Many studies' have examined the correlation between ratings and

student achievement (Table 2.6). In general, the evidence shows a

weak but positive relationship with correlation coeffI&lents averaging

About .20 to .30. This indicates that instructors Witrobtain favourable,

ratings are more effective in facilitating learning than instructors

who receive less favoullable ratings.,

One study by Rodinand Rodin (1972) has received considerable

attention and caused a certain anbunt of cont3Aversy. The findings bf

this study show a strong negative relationship (-.75) between ratings

and achievement. One of the reasons it has caused so much discussion

is that the findings were reported in Science, the prestigious journal

of the AMerican Association for the Advancement of Science. 'Nevertheless,

the results have been severely criticized on methodological grounds by .

several individuals including Frey (1973) whose parallel study (also

3 :3
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Table 2.6 STUDENT RATINGS AND ACHIEVEMENT

Study
Correlation Between

Ratings and Achievement

Elliott (1950)

Morih et. al. (1956)

McKeachie (1971)

lodinvand Rodin (1972)

Frey (1973)

Gessner (1'973)

Skanes and Sullivan -(1974)

Marsh et. at.1(1975)

+ .i4

+ 140

-.60,to + .72 (x= + .10)

- .75

+ .14 to + .91

+ .53

+ .39

.02 to + .55
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published byScience) shows equally strong but positive cOrreiatiOns:

2.24 'Construct Validity: qctor,Analysis

A. large number of factor analytic studies have been performed on

student ratings. The studies have generally been'of two types. One

type of study attempts to ex'ract the overall dimensions or factors

desCribing "good teaching" from pools of statements submitted by

students and faculty. This type of study has often been performed

preliminary to the,levelopment of a new teaching evaluation instru-

ment. A second type of study factor analyzes an existing instrument

to determine its factor structure for practical use in a college or

university setting.

Probably the most influential factor analytic study was performed

by Isaacson, McKeachie, Milholland et. al. (1964). In this study a

pool of 145 items describing teachers was reduced to 46 representative

statements. The 46 items 'were then factor analyzed for four separate

student samples. Six fictors eMeged and were consistently found with

two administrations,,in different semesters with different students,and

teachers. The 6 factors were labelled "Skill", "Rapport", "Structure",

"Overload", "Feedback", and "Evaluation."

The first four of these items seem to correspond to Similar

factors emerging froM 11 other studies (Table 2.7)-. It should be noted

however that factor labels are:derived somewhat subjectively and

therefore similarities may be misleading. It is remarkable though to

observe the amount of agreement in studies spanning-a period.of 30

leers. 'It would seem that our basic conception of what constitutes

"good teaching" has not been altered significantly even with the intro -

duction of new instructional methods and modern technological advances.'

2.25 Effect of Student Variables on Ratings

Over the past 50 years many student variables have been examined

as possible sources of bias in student ratings. While a number of

studies have looked at personality characteristics, the factors-most

often studied have been demographic in nature including students' sex,

major, level (year in university)`, and course grades (Table 2.8).

The results of these studies have been quite variable bpcause of

differences in experimental design and methodological rigour. Nevertheless,



Table 2.7 FACTOR ANALYSES,OF STUDENT RATING INSTRUMENTS
1

Study Skill Rapport Structure Overload

A

Smalzreid & Remmers (1943) Professional Maturity Empathy

Creager (1950) Professional Impres-
sion

Rapport

low

Bending (1954) Instructor Competence Instructor Empathy c" 4

Gibb (1955) Communication Friendly- Organization Academic Emphasis
Democratic

4

Isaacson et. al. (1964) Skill . Rapport Structure Overload.

Solomon (1966) Energy vs. Lethargy Lecturing Is. Control vs.
Student Par-
ticipation

Permissive-
ness

Tu'rner (1970) Exciting, Humorous,
Stimulating

Approachable;
Warm, Cheerful

Penetrating, PreparedeProbtng,
Clear, Focused Demanding

Ddshpande et. al. (1970) Stimulation Affective Merit Cognitive Merit
2nd-order factors

.Stress

Hartley b' Hogan (1972) Overall Evaluatjon Student-Teacher Structure or Load or 'I

Interaction Organization Difficulty

Frey (1973a) Teacher's
Presentations

Teacher
Accessibility

Organization,
Planning

Work Load

141tdiahie b Lin (1973) Skill (Group Inter-
action)

Structure Difficulty

Other

+ one othe
factor

+ two othe
factors

04,

`"P two other

factors

+ two other
factors

1

After J.A. Kulik and W.J. McKeachie, 1975.

.1b
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It is possible to draw some tdntative conclusions from the work to date.

Although several studies:have found.differenoes,athong ratings of

male and female students (Bending, 1952; McKeachie et. al., 1971) the

weight of evidence from the best-designed -studiesoshowsno significant

difference,: Furtherhore,' there seems to be no'complex interaction,

effects between student sex-and instructor sex (Elsmoie and Lapointe,

1974).

The studerit'suniversity major seems to have no effect on ratings

$owever university lei 140ear) has been shown rather consistently to

affect student evaluations. In most studies upper -level and graduate-1

level students rate their instructors and courses more favourably than

lower-level students.

Perkaps-the most controversial area of student evaluations is the

effect of course grades or expected cokse grades on ratings. Unfor-

tunately, findings in .this area have beekinixed. 'A substantial number

of investigations have found significalpand positive relationships

between, grades, and evaluations (Kennedy, 1915), however an equal number

of studies have reported no such effect, Costin,Greenough, and Menges

/ (1971) summarize the research on grades and ratings as follows:

Does the evidence, then, support an assertion
that a teacher can get "good" ratings simply by
assigning "good" grades, or creating the .expec-
'tancy,that he will do so? The fact that the
positive correlations which were obtained
between student ratings and grades were typically
low weakens this claim as a serious argumOnt against
the validity of student ratings. The-positive
findings that do occur might better be viewed as
a partial function of the better achieving student's
greater interest and motivation, rather than as a
mere contamination of the validity of student

. ratings.

Commenting oh .Costin, Greenough, and Menges conclusions, Kulik
and McKeachie (1975) cite the work of Elliott (1950) and Morsh and
Wilder (1954). These findings support the belief that the relation-'
skip of grates to ratings can be best viewed as ,the product of''a complex
40
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Table 2.8 EFFECT OF STIJOENT., VARIABLES ON RATINGS

A

Student Variable . Study .?
-

Effect

.

a
.

Student's Sex

..

.

Remmers (1939)
.

Bendig (1952)

Rayder (1968)

McKeachie et. al
(1971)

Elsmore`h Lapointe
(1974)

no, significant effect
J

1 fernales rated less favourably

no significaqt effect .'

females rated more favourably-,

, no significant effect

Student's major

, .

Cohen i Humphrey`
(1960)

Rayder (1968)

.

no significant effect'

no significant effect

,

4.

University revel (Year)

Remmers & Elliott
(1949)

, . .
Gage (1961) .

Miller (1972)

.,

grad. students rated more
favourably than undergra .
students

students in advanced courses
rated more favourably than

those in lower level-courses

upper division courses were
rated. more. favourably than
lower division, courses

.

Course Grade.

. f

Voeks & French (1960)

Remmers (196

Kenbedy (1975)

.

4

,no significant effect ........

no significant effect

students receiving 'A' or 'B''
rated more favourably than
those receiving 'C' or 'D'

3u



student ability-level by teacher presentation:Tevel interaction.

,....if the instructor teaches for the bright -

students, he wilt be approved by therit and there:
will be a positive correlation between .ratings
and grades,; if he teaches for the Weaker students,
he will be disapproved by the bright students
and a negative coefficient will be obtained.'
This sort of interaction could explain the

, diverse findings in 'thi's area reviewed by Costin,
Greenough, and Menges (1971), who found that
some studies report a negative correlation, some-
a positive correTation, and some a2nbn,signifi-
cant correlation between student ratings and -.

grades.

2.26. Effect of Instructor Variables on Ratings
. .

The effects Of instructor rank, sex, and research productivity

on student' ratings have been studied rather extensiveTy (Table 2.9)..

With'respect to academic rank findings are somewhat mixed, however,

where significant differenCes are found, ratings invariably favour,

senior faculty members (Full and or Associate professors)

over junior faculty members. The instructor's sex, seems to have 0
no effect on ratings.

One topic that seems.to spark cont.iderable controversywarrong.-

faculty membfio everywhere is. the relationship between research

productivity and teaching effectiveness. There are thost_who'claim

that good teaching and good rsearch'go hand-in-hand; each comple-

smenting the other. Others claim that the-two activities are mutually

destructive; good teachers Have litietime for good OsearFh and

good researchers have little time f students and teaching. One

position that is not often heard is that resehrch,ability And teaching
ability are essentially independent traits; good teachers MONormay

not -be good researchers and good researchers may or may not be good

teachers.

The position that teaching and research are complementary activ-

ities is supported in part by the work of Bresler (1968) and McDaniel
and Feldhusen (1970). .Bresler found that faculty members 'who receive

more outside funding for research purposes also receive favourable
student ratings. Unfortunately, Bresler's findingSwere not accompanied

4
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Table _2.9 EFFECT OF INSTRLTOR VARIABLES ON RATINGS

Instructor Variable
. -x

-. 'Study
.

. .

Effect ,4 '
'4

, ,

,'

Instructor Rank

.

.
.

. .

.

. .

.

.

*. ,
.. \ k . '

o

.

lir

,

6

.

Downie (1952)

4 ,

t 'Gage (96l)
. .

.

-

.

.

Lang, (1966)

. -II
. , "

2.1...4.

..

.
-Tull professors rated more

favourably than other ranks

Full and Assolig Profewt5
rated more f rably than

.,_,_,

Asst, Professors and
Instructors

Qecreasing favourability as
follows: Aksocf- Professors,

.: Assistant Professors,
Instrsctors (Full Prof. not
44adied)

no sighifiCant correlation
between rank and' student
ratings

.

Aleamoi & Yimer
(1973) . .

.

-I

Instructor Sex

.

it .

.

.

Elliott (1950) ,

,

Lowell &Abner .

(1955), 00
Aleamoni A Yimer, .

(1973) '

'''Efsmore & Lapointe

"
(1974)

, . .

'..

no trinificent effect-
- I

no significant effect ,

.
*

%

no significant effect.

no sigilificant effect'
,

.

,

.

.

%.
. *

/
Research Productivity

..

.
-4.

A .
.

*
0-

.

.

-

4.

t

...

i

.

Voeks (1962)

/

..

1- ,

Bresler (1968)

-, ,

,

a

McDaniel & Feldhusen..

(1970) , 9; a,

I' -Mayes (1971)
.

.

, ..
.

AS-
.

o relationihivbetween '
.

research productivity and ,

,
student ratings

. . '

,

.
,

'Faculty who were more success-
, 'ful 14 receiving outside

research funding..reeeived .

more favourable ratings

mixed findings. text).
. 4

vir

.no_relationshiptetween
research productivity.and.
student, ratings

. 4

444
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,by tests of statistical 'significance and varied greatly, from. one academic.

. ,
,

. discipline to'anOt4 her. Breshr's research, reported in Science, was
severely criticized on statistical and methodological groWidli by 'Quereshi

0 (1968) whose :reb'uttal wtt-also published in -Science.
. ,

McDaniel and FelAUsen studied the relationshiOxol_scholarly activity4
(as 'measured by: 1) number of 1st and_ 2nd, authorships of books; 2) number

1st and==2nd authorsliips of journal articles; and3) :grant status) to
stude t ratings.' COO-elations were generally low, but signSficant and
posi ice relationships wee found between second authorship of articles
and atings., However, negative relationships *Jere found between first

auth rshiP of articles.or -books and ratings. 'F rmore, no. differences

were found i r i s ikdent atingS between "faculty me whg" held a re sea rth

grant and thosellao did not,

. The work of Voeks (1962). and Hayes (197i-) Supporthl, ccintentiien that

teaching effectiveness and research -productivity are nett' related.' In the
Hayes study, research productivity was measured tr three ways:

0 ,1)' publiCation rate (weighted-10 type orpubliCatioN,
/ , -,

2); gradt status, and - f ) .
R.

3) rating by departnierechai rmari. , i
. .

* AVTeachhig effectiveness was measured by:-

,..t

1) avera student ratings over semesteri, and

t2) department chOrnian's rating f ability.
,

. .

-.Apply'one of the six possible correlationi betwetn research a/rid krafhing, 4f
.00measures *as. found to be significant - that lietvleen chairmants ;research

.
10 v *ating.and chaizillp teaching' rating....,

In summary, it appears that if teaching effectiveness and research
i

11

productivity are related, the elationsKip is at best awea ant,. The
c.,.

strongest evidence seems
.

to support the' contention 'that tha two actilAties '
. ,.

;
:.are in fact Unrelated. 10

4
. ,

2.27 Effect of Clfts ,
Variables on Ratings ,

The effects of two' class variablet tp student ratings have been

. .

studied extensively (Table 2.10). (Theie-variables,are class sizetand
.. ,

course, statviS (i.e.: whether course is reqUI raid 'Or elective fdr the
.*

jority of the students en r lied) 4
t



* Table 2.10 EFFECT OF CLASS VARIABLES ON RATINGS Y.'

Class Variable

A
Class Sizet

,

Study

Gage (1961)

)4c0iiel & Feldhusen4
(1971)

Miller (1972)

Wood et. al.11974)

AleamontIII Grahain

.(1974)

Crittenden et. al.
'.(1975)

Effect

curvilinear relat4ship; both
large and small classes Were
rated more favourably than
moderate -size classes

small classes
favourably

:w*

small classed
favourab

were rated most

were rated most

curvili eir relationship; both
larg a d small clames were
rated re favourab 'than

moderat size classes

no significant effect

small classes were'rated most
favourably

4

Course status
. (compulsory/elective)

.

Haner (1955)

Cohen & Humphreys
(1960)

4age 4961)

Miller (1972)

elective courses were rated, more
favourably than required courses

4
elective cour ses were rated more

favourably than required courses

.,elective courses were rated more
/* favourably than required courses

oo significant effect

J
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It is-widely belieVed thattudent ratings of courses and instructors

are inversely related to class size. In fact,- the' strongest. evidence

tends to support thisiew. ftwOver, a number of studieihave reported,a

curvilinear relationship in which small and large classes receive eqUally

favourable'evaluations and moderate-size 'classes receive significantly

lower-ratings (Gage, 1961; Wood et. al, 1974). Other studies have

shown no class-size effect (Aleamoni and Graham, 1974).

In the introduction to theit' paper Crittenden et. al. (1975) discuss

possible reasons for these inconsistent_finding ourexplanattons are
given. a'

First,- in many studies the sample size (number of classes) is

relatively small, casting some doubt,on'the reliability of the results.

Second, tqre is no agreement imong studies regarding theoperational

definition of size categories. FOr examples the definition of "large"

has varied from "10 or more" to "200 or more.". Third, it may be that

some students alter their expectations of instructional' performance

to take into account factors such as class size., Finally, same insti-

tutions or departments may. attempt to,counteract the presumed class-size

effect by assigning their best instruCtors 9x4.1.1ncating more resources
,t/ ta larger classes.

Crittenden and his associates go pnrto 'report. the results of a ".%

well-designed study consisting of 941 claskes at the'Universitigof
, A

Illinois at Chicago Circle. ThOeme.evilualtidn instrument was

'adminislered in a l l classes and 8 Vlie. categories were used without

ning labels to them. Class size ranged from under 20 to over
600. The findings show a clear linear relationship in which mean

sot4dent ratings 'decrease with increasing class size.

The resOlts of studies on the relationship of course status

faMpulsory/elective) to studpit ratings are-,,fairly consistent.. Although

occasional studies report no significt efforts (Miller, 19721, the:s t

weight of evidence supports the view, that elective courses tend to

receive . more favourable ratings than required or compulsory curses.

our knowledge nestudy hasishownothat students cons tently favour
r uired courses'ourses Set elective courses.

,

.5
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LEI. `RELIABILITY" AND VALIDITY OF THE SOST

(

This section presents 'the methods and results of the reliability

and validity studies tithe SOST.

3,.1 INTERNAL CONSISTENCY OF THE SOST

- Ss fhe internal consistency analyses were based -on 2229 student

responses without regard to class or instructor (Students were enrolled

in 9/3 class sections taught by 53 different instructors.) Two-thirds

(67.3%) of the respondents wereArst or second year dents and theft

majority (64.9%) were'Social Science or Science and Mathematics majors.

See Table 1.3 for afurther description of the students and instructors.

Analytic Methods. Cronbach's alpha coefficient was calculated

for...each of the subscales ("Sections") using SPSS subprogram "Relia-

ability." Prior to the analyses several of the°item scales were reversed

(item 11, 16, 19, 24, 27 and 28) to insure uniform directionality.

Results The Alpha coefficients' are reported in Table 3.1. The

Alphas range from .19 to .80.. Internal consistencies of Sections A,

.B and C are moderate toyelatively high and are well within the ranges

reported for other teacTting evaluation instruments (Table 2..2). However,

the Alpfia coefficients for Section D (.37) and Section F (.19)'a re

unacceptably 'low.

An examination of SectiezD ("Feedback") by analysis of vtriance

procedures shoves that rTriOle item.islargely respontible for the

low.reliability. However, the deletion/ of item 26 tuimstructor's:

expedtations for ,Student performance ") would raise the-Alpha

coeffibient to .45. Two possible explanations fort thivome to mind.

FirSt,'the item itself seems to little relationshi) to "Feedback"

as do the other items, to some, extent. Second, the Likert scale

descriptors ("very low, low, average .... ")`are diffeiint fr:om the

descriptors of remaining 3 items ( "strongly agree, agree, not sure....").

As with tior( D, the, low internal consistency fOr Section E

("Standards"ris not attributable to any single item. Items 26 and 27 seem

to cover course wgrkload whereaS Item 28 is an evaluation of the coursiv

assignments. Deletion of Item 28 would raise the I:41a coefficient lo..28.
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Table 3.1 INTERNAL CONSISTENCY OF THE SOST
1,2

.

Subscale

.

Cronbach's Alpha . , Innis
Alpha if '-----.

Item Deleted

Section A

..

.

.

.78

,II

.

9

10

11

12'-

13
.

14 .

.74'

.70

.75

.73.

, .75

.78.

Section B

- ,
..

-

is

..65

15

16

11

.50

.' .72

.41
.

,

.

Sectiol C.

.

.

>,

%

.

.

.80 ,

.

v

.

;' 18

19

. 20

21

'

.73

.76.

.74

.75

.

.

.

Section D.

.

,

1

4,

.37

,

.

22

23

24

25 '

.24

-.08

.35

.45

SectidOiE
.

;1:2...'

,

26

27

28'

14

-.09

--
-:
28

.

1

Calculation of Alphas based on 2229 studeA responset without regard to class or

instructor.
,

2'
Scalings for the following itemsvwene reversed prior to data analysis:- 11, 16,

19, 24, 27, and 28.

.41
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3.2 STABILITY OF THE SOST '

Ss The stability analyses were based on the responses of 435

students who were enrolled in 25 sections of an introductOry Psychology:

course (Psychology 115a). Although descriptive data for these subjects

were not analyied, the students typically represent a wide spectrum

of inter-Ws,' motivttionsznd university majors.

The format of the course requires students to,attend 2 weekly
meetings'led by a graduate tamping assistant and 1 weekly presenta-

,,

tion by a guest lecturer. Student enrollment in sections ranged from
18 to 88with an average enrollment of approximately 36 (35.8). The

grading prodedure is based on 4 objective mid-term examinations (70%)

which are the same for all students enrolled in the course and a
series of small projects (30%) assigned by individual section leaders.

Experimental Design and Analytic Methods
,

Stability by the test-retest method'Was examined for intervals

of 7 days, 14 qays,.21 days, and 28 days. The following data collection

procedures were employed.

4.11-' All students evaluated their section leader by completing the SOST
on Novemer 11 or 12 (depending on meeting day). A second evaluation

was completed according to the following schedule:

%Sections 1-6

Sections 7-12

Sections 15-18

Sections 19725

on November 18 or 19

on November 25 or 26

on December 2 and 3

on December 9 and 10

. 'Each student was assigned an anonymous, code number. The code

numbers, which were used in lieu of names or student I.D.s, permitted
-11P

4

fio

the matching of first and second evaluations by student. Matched pairs'
were obtained for 435 students.

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were calculated
bsing. SPSS subprdgram "Pearson Corr." Within interval groups, all -

data was pooled and correlations wlip calculated without regard to

section Or instructor. Stabilities were examined for individual
items,only. 'The Ns associated with 7 day, 14 day, 21'day and 28day intervals
wee 129, 108, 87, and 111, respectively.4 (1)

I

4
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\
Results. Stability coefficients are reported in Table 3.2.

Coefficients ranged from .40 to .77 (7 day interval), .22 to .73

(14 day interval), .12 to .76 (21dayAnterval), and .19 to .68

(28 day interval). These coefficients are moderate to low but, with

a few exceptions (asterisks), generally within the range reported for

other instruments (Table 2.3).

11 It is generally not acceptable to compare unadjusted correlation
.

coefficients derived from sources with Varying sample sizes since the
significance leve) of r depends on N. The calculation of mean stability

coefficients across-several items is also consideret, by some, to be a
questionable practice. It is, however, interesting to note that even

with decreasing Ns the mean stabilit4coefficients decrease as the

time interval increases (compare,7 daffy mean to 21 day mean). This

decrease is probably due to both error variance associated with the ,

students as well as true changes in the students' perceptions of their

instructors and the course.

3.3 CRITERION-RELATED VALIDITY: RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SOST RATINGS
AND STUDENT ACHIEVEMeNT

Ss These analyses were based on the responses Of 620 students

enrolled in 25 sections of an introductory Psychology course (sychology
115a). The sample population was characteristically somewhat

different from the total data pool (Table 3.3). The sample was com-
posed of a relatively larger proportion of Arts and Social Scieike

Majors (61.5%).and a smaller'proportion of Science and Mathematics

majors (16.9%). Over 80% of the subjects were first, year students:

Although the sex of the subjects was not ascertained, enrollment

figures for the course generally show an equal mix of males and females.

Analytic Methods. All analyses were based on section means. The

mean SQST ratings for each section'were calculated using SAS procedure
"Mean's." In addition, the mean total achievement scores for each

section were calculated: The total achievement scores were,expresse;

as percentages and represented the weighted performance on 4 multiple-

choice examinations `(70 %) and several "subjespvelrojects assigned

by individual section leaders (30%). Mean total achievement scores

ranged from 69.4 to 79.7.for the 25 sections.

4

/-`
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Table 3.2 STABILITY 0E THE SOSTJ'2

. Item

Stability Coefficients

7days
(N=129)

14 days-

(woo

9

10

12

13

14

15

16

17.

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Mean (all items)

.50

. 62

. 40

. 71

.50

.77

. 65

.49

. 63

. 73'

. 63

.63

.49

. 43

. 65

.40

.46

. 63

.765

54

, .58

. 63

. 65

. 51

.67

56

. 39

. 59

.44

.63

. 73

. 54

.62

. 63

.48

. 50

.22***

.56

. 56

. 31

. 43

.53

1 days
(N287)

C

28 days

(N2111)

.60 .50

.56 .61

.g .33

.7g .39

:36 .40

.67 .62

.24** .36

.48 .23***

.42 .27***

.61 .50

.46 .35

.46 .55

.58 .s .59

.12* .19**

.55 .26***

.46 .44

.49 .47

.62 .68

.54 ..47

.28*** .35

.49 .43

1

Because of differences in N among groups rs should not be compar

columns.
dkag.ross

.2Alll's are significant at p< .001 with exceptionlof asteriiks ***p<.01
4i*p< .05, *p >.05).

4J
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Table 3.3 PROFILE OF -INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY STUDENTS

tft

(N.620)

rrequencies 0.--

Item A.
. B . C . D 0° E

1.

-

Arts

\

Soc. Sci. Sci. & Math

.

Business-
.

Other'

My major is in: i 21% . 40.5% 16.9%
t

6.7% ...0,15,0%

2.

Hon. Prgm Gen. Prgm

.

.

This course is part of
my:

-

' 41.9% 58.1%

3.

1

I have completed the
.

following number dft
University level fur
courses:

,

0-2 0

..

3-7 8-12 13-17 18 --

82.4% 13.1%

.

2.8%

.

1.6% A 0.2%
.

'

4.

.

r \,
\

Rati myself against ,the

erfo mance of other .

Superior Above
.

Average Below Avg.. Failing

0.6%3.9%

_kg.

36.5%.

--,

.

51.9%

.

7.11'.
nts in the class, I

tee myself in one of the
followinggroups.

.,

5. This course was compul-
sory.

Yes No Not Sure
.

.

....

40.7% '54.5% 4.9% .

6.

1

My attendancif and putic-

tuality have been
consistently good.

Yes No
,

J

90.0% 10.0%

.

7.

V
Compared to other courses
I have taken, I consider
my effort in this course
to have been:

Above Avg. Average Below Avg. Poor,Excellent

,

8.5% 40.3%

.

42.3% 7.6% 1.3%

8. I have found the material
in this course to be in-
Inherently difficult.

Yes No ,

24.2% 75.8%

i
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Pearson product-moment correlations were calculated between

mean SOST ratings and mean total achievement scores across the 25 -

sections using SPSS subprogram "Pearson Corr."

Results. The correlation coefficients are reported in Table

3.4. Eleven (10 of the 20 coefficients are significant at the 305

level or better. This number of significant correlations is consid-

erably greater tttin would be expected by chance alone.
.

Of the 11 significant correlations, 10 are found among items

in Sections i, Band Clpf the SOST. This would argue that the

instructor's ability to communicate with and motivate students is

more important in promoting learning than the assignments, workload

or evaluation syitem employed in the course. It further awgues,that

good teachers (those who promote learning in their students) receive

good-evaluations and that poor teachers receive poor evaluations.

1
An examination of individual coefficients shows that, althou0

many are' statistically significant, the absolute value's are moderate

to low. These findings are consistent with much previous work on

'the subject (Table 2.6).

It will be notedthat ny of the signs f`icant correlations in

tTable 3.4 are negative. Ho ver, an inspection of the item scales

shows that, where negative correlations are indicated, a low scalec score (A or B) implies agieement with a generally positive statement.

Furthermore, where significant correlations are positive, a high scale

'score (D or E). implies disagreement with a generally negative state-

ment. In sum, regard f the direction of the correlation

coefficient (+ or -), all significant coefficients imply a positive

relationship between teaching effectivenesS or course structure and

student achievement

The largest correlation toefficients are associated with Items

21 ("The instructor was successful in making difficult material

understandable.), 18 ("The instructor made this course as interesting

as the subject matter would allow."), 10 ("The instructor presented

material in a coherent manner, emphasizing major points and making"
relatiohships clear.") and 9 ("The instructor is clear and audible.").
All.of these items'seem to be related to the instructor's ,general

ability to communicate.

a* 5

4.
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Table 3.4 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SOST RATINGS AND STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT'
1

'

2
'

3

Item
Correlation Between Item and
Total Achievement Score (r)

9
-.55**

10
-.56**

11
.37*.

12 -.29

13 -.42*

14
.02

15 -.43*

16,
.02

17 -.42*

18
-.57***.

19
.38*

20 -.43*

21
-.58***-

22
-.31

23,
.07

O

24
.36*

25 * .10

.26
.15

27
.10

28 -a -.09.

1

2

3

***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<(.05

N.B.: In some cases a negatiye correlation implies a positive relationship,
because of the direction of the item scale (see Results section 3.3).

Item responses' werecoded as follows: A=1, B=2, C=3, D=4 and E=5.4EN

.1
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3.4 FACTOR ANALYSIS OF THE SOST

Ss The factor analysis was based on the responses of,2229 students.

For a description of these subjects see Table 1.3.

AnalYtic,Metbods., The factor analysis was performed by SPSS sub-

program "Factor" with the PA2 factoi.ing method using varimax rotation.

This procedure calculates a principal-component solution with iteration

and employs orthogonal rotation with Kaiser Normalilation. Thee' factoring

method replaces the main diagonal elements.of the correlation matrix

with communality estimates and employs an iteration procedure for improving

the estimates of communality.

The eigenvalue criterion for establishing the number of components

(factors) was,1. To simplify interpretation and minimize the number

of cross-loadings, only loadings of .40 or greater were interpreted.
.

Results. Five tors emerged from the analysis (Table 3.5). Theie
factors' amounted for 55.3% of the variance in the data. The first

.

factor by itself accounted for 30.0% of the total variance.'

The communalities (total variance of an item accounted for by the
combination of all commonfactors) ranged from .08 (item 27) to .68
'(item 10). The average was approximately .40 (.402).

The factorial complexity of the rotated matrix was relatively high.
A number of items loaded significantly on at least two factors. An

interpretation of the factor structure is complicated by these cross-
loadings (Table 3.6).

Factor I: Instructional Skill.

The first factor is'a measure of the instructor's general ability
to communicate with and motivate students. Items with the highest

loadings (10, 18, 21 and 9) assess the instructor's coherence and"'

.clarity of presentation and his success in making the subject matter

interesting and, understandable.

Factor II: Interaction

The second factor' seems' to relate to student-teacher rapport and

the general level of verbal and written exchanges between the instructor
and the student.



Table 3.5 FACTOR A LYSIS OF tOST

(N. 29)

Item Commbnaliti
Varimax Rotated Factor

Factor I Factor II Factor III

9 .44 .60 .18 .00
10 168 .77' .18 .03

11 .38 -.52 -.12 -.05
1.12 .45' .48 .07 .06

13 '.38. .35. 444
.07

14 .30 .17 4 .12 -.03
15 .4f .32 .39 -.12
16 .20- .12 -.31 4,13

17 :48 .29 .50 -.07
18 .63 .37 -.03
19 .48 .47 -.374 .26

20 .51 .43 .55

'21 .57 .61 :42 .03

22 .39- .10 .60 .12

r23 .10 .15 .38 .23

24 .51 .14- -.15 .13

25 .24. .05 .01 .49

26 .31 .06 .04 .55

.08 .05 -.11
).

28 .36 .21 .5t .06

400

fr

54

45

ttitrik

Factor ..kactor° V

.21

.22

.19

.46 'v..

-.09

-.09

.25

=.05

.40 -.21

.50 .06
e-

.37 -.01
,

.25 .11

.38 .0S

:16 -.03

.21

.10 .05

.11 -.04
4,

.11 -.01

.13 -.24

-.12 .66- -

-.01 .61

-.63 -.06

.07 .25

-.03

4,
41
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4 'Able, 3.6 FACTOR ST UCTURE OF SOST.

.

'Factor
Factor

Loadings
, .

. .60,

-.7.7

I Instructional

tt

-,,41

.43

-op 61

Nrtb,

44,

46-

Items,

4,49. The InstrUdtor is clear and audible.

10. The Instructorpresented material in coherent
planner A

11. Course material was disorgaflized and hindered
d standing.

12. structor was consistently prepared for

107. Qa"

.ca -

. ,

21. The Instructor'was successfu1 in flaking diffi--
` cultnaterial uhderstandable,

18. The !instructor made this course as interesting
as the subject"matter would allow.

19.,The Insudpr did not increase; nky interest in
-theAubAIrct tter

20. The Instruct° tipted me to put forth
good effort.

.

Interaction. - .50

430'

.56

17. 'The ,Instructor, maintained a generally. helpful
attitude toward students

20. The InstruCtor motivated me to put forth.a
good effort:. ti`

. 4
21.- The Instructor was successful in making diffi-

cult material understandable.

22. Verbal or writter*coments on-assignments'have
been constructive.

28. The assigneents provided a. valuable learning
experience.

'Workload 25. The Instructor's expectations foriOstudent per-
,. , formance were ,,

26e,7he amount of work required fOr this course has
".been '4

ao-

12. Tiie_Igstructor was con
0 class.

..40 '13. The Instructor was clea

V Feedback":

..1115 ^

ently prepared for

n what was'expec d

14,

14. The Instructors endance and punytuaTity have.
4.een ly goo4

.
.

24.' Throughout course. I bave no c§cen able to
-. assess. my, ss and achtevement

4 55 4
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'0Factor III: Workload
""

47'7;

Th -third factor is a Is re'of the amount of student efforts'

required by the instructor a d thelourse. The two items with.high

loadings on this factor (25. nd 26) assess the'diOunt of
.work

required'
_ .

for the co4lie an6the inst tor's expectations for stunt performance.

4, A r IV: Or anizati

The, fourth factor is a assessment othe organizational skills

of the instructor. items loading highly on this factor (1.2, 13, and 14)
4

pe main
tathe instructor's attendance anepunCtuality, his preparedness,

k .

and the clarity with which he has stated his obJeCfives and requirement.s.

Rittor2v: Feedback

The fifth factor (Item 24) is a measure Of the extentto which the
$ .. )

Ai^Student is able to judge his level of performance in,..the course.

, . -

.,
;.,

3.5 'THE EFFECT OF STUD VARIABLES ON'' RATINGS ,

'Ss )here analyses were ba;-ed'on the entire data tool consisting,of

222§ student; responses' regardless of Class. section or instrupfbr (exce

104DINF noted). For a description of thesesubjects'see Table 1.3:
,

Analytic Methods. :Analysis of variance $4cedures Were Used-to'
.

exaxiine the effects of thee following variables trn staient:atings:

4111i(l/tthe studentrs.Major (facUlty affiliation item 1); (2) the,ltudent!s'

411Vel.(nuiber of courses complited - Item 3/; (3) the-stud

ini7

nt's perce*

(ats_tiOn of his.own-performince relative to other stUde . the class

o

4010 . (Item.4);*wftether the course wascompulsory or elective (Item 5); -,.
iv %

.. (5) the student's perception of his effort in the Course relatlye,to

other courses he has taken (Item 7).
"Nrimoll

1114 A series ofline-way mUitivariate and univai-sate analyses of variance

ed using the "General Linear Models" (GM procedure of the

A fixed-effects"model (I) was used: Only the vniveriate
. . o . .

their associated significance levels are re/Rifted. Post"

were not performed, however, means and standard deviations

were peiforin

SAS packa4.

F-ratios and
"

hoc analyses

were calculated on dnova levels using SPSS subprogram "Breakdown-.". :

4, . ,

qp3.51 The'Effect of Student's Major SOS', Ratings_%
..,

.

-:
All analyses of variance showed significant'differences in SOST

5 1 . b

p

4
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.

ratings by -ttilot major (Table; 3.7): Bustness majors rated their.
. .

i'r instructors and-courses.mdst favourably on'12 Of the 20 items: Arts

-majors rated most favourably on 6 of the items and ArtsfBus(ness

major; rated idipttcally on,2 item. g

.- (Least favourable ratings were, given on 12 items by students who

identified their major as"other:" S ence and Mathemo.Ts majors

rated their inttructors and course's last favourably on items:
. AlthoUgh no'simOle and totally Orifistent attirn emerged from 4't4

these analyses, it appears that Business major more lenient

(favourable).in theiti evaluations than non 'Bu s Students.

Furthermore, Scilendeand Mathepatics studen4and mothers" tend to

be harshest '(least favourable) in their ratings.

It should be pOinted out that Btsiness students constituted

the smallest group in the 5aMple population (8.8%) and that approx-

imately 30% of these ratings were obtained.in only i.ciass sections.
,

In addition-the,Science and Mathematics students.comprlSed that

largest'group (40.4%) and evaluated the' argestlargest, of Courses and

.instructors. AltOugh no tests for homogeneity of variances- were

performed: heterogeneity might-account fog some of the observed

'differences. This explanation is unlikely, however,.since F is known

to be robust with respect' to departures, from homoscedisticity

.(Winer, 1971).

.

-3.52 'The Effect of Student's' Level onSOST RatingsA

-','- Thirteen (13) of the 28 SOST items showed"significtnt differences
.- . .

by student level (Table 3.8). "As with studenttudent major,-no clear and ton-J-
s

sistent pattern is discernable on the basis of the number of courses

. completed hy4the student, although a few generalizations catc-be_Bade.,

Upper-level students (those having mpleted at least 13 courses)

tended to rate.theirinstructorS more fay urably tOn lower -level students
%)4A- in terms of ability to communicate and motivate (Items 9, 18, and 20).

In addition, 'upper-level students were more inclined to rate the
1instructor's expectationt (Item 2S')" as high and,the course workload

.:,
(ftem 20 as. relatively heavy. Finally, honours and graduate-level

., .

studeni$A18"or more courses) conside'red their instructor'S punctuality
6 have been better than other students (Item)14) however, they.congiollred

;,fit
.

4
5
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(141=2229)

I tern Arts (A) A

9

10_

11,

12

1.76 (.80)

2.10 (1.05)

3.92 (..98)

1.79 (.88)

13 1.76974 .

14 1.35 (.59).

1.66 (.77)

16 3.76 (.93)

17 L 1.86 (.84)

18 2.2n-1.11)

19 3.4a (1.15)

20 2.65 (1.00)

21 2.31 (1.00)

22 2.49 (.94)

23 2.22 (.98)`

24 3.86 (.95)

3.48 (.75)-

26 3.42 (1.05)

27 2.78 (1.29)

28 .2.26. (.95)

:,Mealis and (Standard Deviations) by Major
'Science

and ,Math (C)

'?Social ' .

Scie'nce (B)

1.84 (.86)

3.82 (1.02)

1.83 (.81)

1.86 (.96)

1.41 (.681

1.75 (.86),

3..68 (.89)

1:97 (.88)

2.32 (1.10)

3.2k (1.15)

2.7841.03)

.2.38 (.93)

-.2.58 (.87)

2.38 (1.02)

3.82 *( .95)

1,48 (.67

3..48 (1:02)

2.7; (1.21)

g:43 ('.99)

Business (D) Other (E) F ratio
2

(.90)

2.34..(1.06)

3.65 (1.,03)

' 1 . 9Z ( .90)

2.08 (.99)

1.53 (.67)

1.93 (.90
3.60(.96)

1.4 2.02 (.87)-

2.37 (1.02)

3.24 (1.12)

2.76 (1.00)

2.53 (.95)

2.70 (.94)

2.6a (1.041

3.58 (.98)

1656.(.75)

3.90 (.86)

.2.93 (1.21)

2.47 (.96)

1.63 (.73)

1.89 (.83Y

4.00 (.89)

1..62 (.75)

1.74 (.74)

1.28 (,54)

1.72 (.80) -

3.57 (.98)

1.94 (.81)

2.07 (.97)

3.34 (1.10)

2.54 (.99)

2.31 (.86)

2.69 (.91)

2.37 (.89)

3.45. (1.04)

3.5a (.85)%

3.68 (1.02)

2.26 (.86)

2.24 (1.13)

2:43 (1.09)

3.66 (.99). k

1.87 (.76)r.

2.02 (.97).

1.56 (.74)

2.07 (.97)

3.51 (.89) ,

t21 (.90)

2.66 (1.16)

2.98 (1.20).

3.101.04)

2,66 (1.13)

2.79(.88)k

2.43 (.99)

3.52 (1.02)

3.40 (.87)

3.63 (1.01.

2.16 (1.2,

2.65 (1.05).

17.08

12.41

7.20

*.
9.33

11..73

11.37

1210

3.70**

.6.53

10.19

6.09

10.53

6.93.

4.31**

7.40

., 11.17'

2.73*

3.23*,

4.52**

.5.94

The number of missing cases, varied by. item with a range of 0.5% to 4.7 %; Based on -2217 responses (0.5% missithe breakdown of responsessby major vas: Arts (13.1%); Spocial Science (24.6%); Science and Math (40.4%);Business (8.8%1; Other (13.1 %)'

5 2
All-Fs are significant atp <.0001 with exception of asterisks (**p<.01, *p<.05)

A.

ti
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Table 3.8 THE EFFECT OF STUDENT'S LEVEL ON SOSTAkTINGS

(N.2229)

ter. 0-2 (A)

. -

Meal and (Standard Deviations) by. Level

3-7 (B) 8-12 (C) . 13-17 (D) 18-- (E) F ratiO2

9

10

11

12

14

15

16

17'

18

19.

2Q

21

22

23

4

25

26'

27 .

28

2.26

.3.80

.1.91

1.90

1.46

1.85

3.57

.2.03

2.40

3.20

2.88

2.47

2.69

2:47

f. 7-2

3.42

3.54

2.69

2.45%

(.84)

(1,.04)

(.95)

(.85)

(.93)%

(.67)

(.91)

(.87)

(.85)'

(1.06).

(1.T2)'

(:99)

(.86)

(1:02)

(.96)

a(-611).

(.95)

(1.22)

(.93).

1.99

2.22

3.70

1.83

1.93

1.47

1.82

3.66

2.00

2.41

3.18,

2.80

2.46

2.64

2.40

3.63

3.47

3.48

2.93

2.45

(.96) ,

(1.05)

(.05)

(.80)

(.91)

(.67)

(.88)

(.02)

(.88)

11.09)

(1.19)

(1.07)

( X93)

(.93)

(.99)

(1.02)

(.77)

(.98)

j1.26)

(1.01)

2.13 (1.06)

2.35 (1.06)

13.6$ (1:04)

1.81 (.80)

41:99 4.93)

1.53 (.74)

, 1.98 (.96)

3.73 (.96)

2.09 (.91)

2.41 (1:13)

3.26 (1.18)

2.73 (1.0k)

2.55 (1.02)

2.59 (,94)

2.40 t.97)

3.58 (.96)

3.38 (.82)

3:26- (.981)

- 3.02 (1.18)

2.50 (1.02)

1.84 (1.02)

2.13 (1.14)

3.77 (.11)

.65 (:81)

1.80 (.90)

1.48 (.64) "

1.79%(.07)

3.95 (.96)

1.90 (.88)

2.09 (1.05)

3.46 (1.18)

2.44 (1.06)

2.32 (1.05)

/2.51 (1.00)

2.26 (1.00)

3.63

3.70 (.19)

,3.55,(.1t)

2.95,(1.22)

2.38 (1.15).4-

1.72 (.,#0)

2.22 (1.09)

3,69 (1:10)

1.91 (.96)

2.20 (1.17)

1.36 (.57)

1.80-(.87)

3.55 (1.111

1.94 L89) ,

'2%22 (1).07)'

, 3.29 (1.15)

2.41 (1.02)

2,14 (1:02).

2.65 (1.03)

'2.44 (1.06)

3.50 (1.05)

3.88:(:83)

3:q (.9Z)

2.86' (1.23),

8.02

1.24,(NS)

T.90(NS)

4.72***

6.86

2.52*

1:90(NS)

5.94

.2.05(NS) .

5.97

1,.79(NS)

lk.44'

1.43(NS)

4B.a4*

3.80***

5.70

17.22

;5. ;7,

4.92***.

0.766S)

The number of missing cases rangeb from 1.2% to 5.2%; Based on 2202 responses
,

'(1.2% missing) the breakdown of responses by levels was: 072.(52.0%); 3-7
(15.3%); 8-12-(10.5%); 13-17 (8.4%); 18- (13.7%).

All Fs are, tignificant at p <.001 with exceptions of (NS) andOlSteic.isks(*:**1;<.001
**P.(.01, *1:1.05) / ,

or
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the'evaluation system less fairly applied (Itern. 23), their ability to

assess their own progress and achievement less marked (Item 24Y, and

the instructors expectations less clearly delineated (Item 13).

In general these findings are suppotiiveof previous work which

hasshown that uoper-leVel students tend-to evaluate instructors'

presentations more positively (Table 2.8).

3.53 The Effect of- Student's Performance on p5T Rattng:,

Sixteen (16) of.the.20.SOST items showed signipctnt differences

,,,when responses were classified by the student's perception of his awn

'performance relative. other'students in ttiielass (Table 3.9).

These, findings are interesting on several accounts.

Quite'iside from the question at hand, the percentages of studeks

who classify themselves in each category is at least of passing interest.

Over-88% of the student's see themSelves as "average" or "above average."

Almost 5% classify their performance as 'nsuper:ior" and only 1% see them-

selves faifing. might be interesting to compare Meese self-appraisals

with grades actually received in courses. It would appear that.students

tend to cluster themselves.ln the centre of a grade distribution, perhaps

to a greater extent than their professors do. Our gueis is that it is

a rare profesnr (in'these days of "grade inflation") who assigns
. .

5 "Ai" and 1 "F" in a class of log students.'

The results of the analyses of varitnce are equallg interesting.
OF'

.A clear and fairly consistent pattern indicates that students ,who see

themselves as "below average" or "failing" tend to rate their instrk-

for and the course less favourably than other students. Equally con-
i

sistent findings show that students who perceive their performance as

"above average" or superior" rate th4ir instructors as more effective,

the feedback as "constructive," the evaluation systeM as "fairly applied,"

and theassignments'as a "valuable learning experience." It appears

then:that a direct (and perhaps linear) relationship exists between

students' perceptions of their own performance relative to others in

the class and their evaluation of the instrpct and the course.

gThese finding, peobibly not surpriii11g to many, however, it

is interesting that similar findingS have not been widely reported (to ,

our knowledge) The findings,'furtheemore, tend to cast some doubt on
1.1U

$
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Table 3.9 EFFECT OF STUDENT'S PERORMANCE'ON SOST RATINGS1

(N=2229)
--

Means and (Standard Deviations) by Performance

tem Superior (A)
Above

Average (B) Average (C)
Below

Average (D)

9' 109 (1.14) 1.82 (.89) 1.94 (.90) 2.06 (.94)
10-

4
2.13 (1.12) 2.18,(1.07) 2.28 (1.03) 2.40 (1.18)

lf 3:84 (1.14) 3.83 (1.04) 3.73 (.96) 3:57 (1.04)
12 1.75-.(.87) . 1.8%(.89) 1.90 (.83) 1.89 (.84)
13' 1.83 (,92) 1.89 (.97) 1.99 (.95) 2.05 (1:07).
14 1.33 (.80) 1.45 (.69) 1.49 (.67) 1.43 (.54)

15 1.81 (.93) 1.g0 (.87) 1.88 (.90) 1.82 (.91)
16 3.73 (.96) 3.66 (.96) . 0 (.92) 3.52 (.93)
17 2.01 (.94), 1.93 (.83) 20 .88) 2.11 (.98)
18 2.'28 (1.14) 2.27 (1.06) 2.41 (1.07) 2.42'(1.68)
19 3.44.(1.24) 3.35 (1.11) 3.17 (1.15) 2.98 (1.23)
20 2.62 (1.05). 2.67 (1.02) 4,12.82 (1.00) t 3.04 (1.01)

21 2.27 (1.00) 2.37.(.98) 2.50 (.94) 2.8.1 (1.04)

22 2.61 (.93) 2.58 (.90) 2.69 .01) 2.73 (.99)
23 2.30 (.95) 2.38 (.95) 2.47 (1.00) 2.77:(109)
24 3.91 (1.04) 3.85 (.91) 3.55 (.98) 3.16 (1.1id

25
e

3.49 (.84) .3.53 (.78) 3.52 (.74) 3.44 (.67)
I

26 3.30-(1.03) 3.44 (.97) 3.57 (.94) 3.76*(.97)

27 2.94 (1.28) 2.94 (1.25) 2.75 (1 :19) 2.41 (1.18)

28 2.24 (.86) 2.42 (.96) 2.45 (.97) 2.56 (1.11)

omo
Failing (E) F ratio

2.05 (.95) 3.53**

2.55 (1:18).

3.24'(1.26)

.1.77 (.61) 1.1T(N

2.23 (1.02) 1 2.47*

. 1.27 (.55) 2.30(NS

2.32 (1.21) 2.61*

3.55.(.80) 1.45(NS

2.50 (.86) 5.59 ***

2.64 (1.26) 3.16*

2.64 (1.00) 5.73***

3.33 (1%15), 6.474**

q..95 .0.f3), 10.04***

3.18 41.05) 4.66***

3,23*(1.27) '19.01***

2.95.,(1:204, 20:48***
3.23'(al .11)

3.59' (1.33) 6.71***

4.55 (1.50)- 5.54***

2.90'0.14 2.40*

The number of missing cases ranged from 0.7% to 4.8%; Based on 2213 responses (0.7%
missing) the breakdown of responses by performance was: Superior (4.9 %), Aboim Avg.
38.5%), Average (49.6%), BeldrtAvg. (6.1%), Failing (1.0%).

*"*p <.0001, ***p<.0011, **p <01, *p<.05

';

)
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the validity of individual student atings though not necessarily on
ratings received by. an instructor f om an entire class.

3.54 The Effect of Course Status (Compulsory /Elective) on SOST Rating

Prior to analysis the responses of students who were "not sure" of
their course status were dropped from the data pool resulting.in 2139

useable responses (95.9% of original data pool). .Out of convenience,
the analysis of variance procedure was used even though the "Student's

t-test" is more often employed in a 2 -group design. t is nothing more
than's "step-down" of F and both yield.findings having identical

"significance levels."

Significant differences were found for 18 of the 20 SOST items when
responses were.classifielby course status (Table 3.10). In every cap,
students rated "elective', courses more favourably than "compulsory"
courses. The two Items for which no differences were found asked

students to assess the instructor's attendance and puntuality (item 14).
and his expectations-for student perfoPmance (Item 25).

The finding that "elective" courses are more attractive to students
than "compulsory" courses is not particularly surprising. It does,

however, again question the validity of individual student ratings and,
in some cases,'even class ratings. These results are generally consis-

tent with previous research (Tabli10.10).

3.55 The Effect of Student's Effort on SOST Ratings

Significant differences were found among 16 of the 20 SOST items
when responses were classified by the student's perception of his own
effort relative to his effort in other courses (Table 3.41,1). Where
differences were found, a consistent patten Of ratings by effort

emerged.

Students who reported their effort as "excellent" or "above average"

consistently rated the instructor and the course more favourably than
other students. Moreover, those who indicated that'their effort was
"below average" or "poor" gave the least favourable evaluations.

One !bight profitably speculate about the relationship of student
ef rt-to teaching evaluations. It might be-that students who "try
harder' are,more.liliely to succeed and thereby see the instructor and
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Table 3.10 EFFECT'OF COURSE STATUS (COMPULSORY/ELECTIVE ON
SOST RATINGS (N=2139)L

Item

Means and (Standard Deviations) by Course Status

Compulsory (A) Elective (B) F ratio
2

9

10

11

12

13

14

X15,

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

2.00 (1.00)

2:33 (1.09)

3.64 (1.05)

1.92 (.86)

2.0t (1.00)'.

1.47 (.65)

09.$
3.55 (.95)

2.09 (.92)

2.44 (1.10)

3.09 (1.15)

2,84 (1.04),

2.57'(1.00)

2.77 (.93)

2.624(1.03)

3.54 (1.01)

3.53 (:79)

3.66 (.92)

2.75 (1.22)

2:53 (.91)*

9

1.77 (.78)

2.16 (4.01)

3.89 (.96)

1.81 .(.85)

1.83 (.91)

1.44 (.67)

1.73 (.79)

3.72 (.90)

1.92 (.79)

2.24 (1.04)'

3.39 (1.12)

2.71 (.99)

2135 (.93)

2.53 (.89)

2.27 (.97)

3.79 (.92)

3.50 (.72)

3.37 (1.00)

2.86 (1.24)

2.34 '(.941

33.73

13.82**

31.37

7.99**

'31.85.,

'0.71(N)

24.79

14.65

19.75

16.20

40.23

6:77**

22.85

,25.38

51.14

32.98

0.00(NS)

39.60

4.00*

17.58

0
sponses of udents who were "not sure" of course status were dropped from'

, his analy . Of the remaining 2139 respondents 53.6% evaluated a
"compulso course, and 458% evaluated an :'elective".* Missiqg cases
cons d the remaining 0.6%.

a

2
All Fs significant at p<-.0001 except asterisks (* * *p <5001, "p.-.01,

*p...05,

-
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Table 3.1 THE EPFECT OF STUDENT'S EFF'ditT ON SOST'RATINGS1
(N=2229)

Item Excellent (A)

Means And (Standard Deviations by Effort
Above

Average (B) Average (C).
Below

Average DID)' Poor (E) F ratio

9

10

11

12

13

14'

15

16

17

1814

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

1.79

2.12

3.63

1.67

1.93

1.31

1.71

3.70

1.82

2.13

3.42

2.26

2.20

2.43

2.40

3.86

3.86

3.99

2.56

2.12

(.98)

{1.18)

(1.26}

(.87)

(1.07)

(.61)

(.95)

(1.07)

(1.00)

(1.15)

(1.23)

(1.10)

(1.00)

(1.0Q)

(1.15)

(1.02)

(.94)

(1.04)

(1.31)'

(1.01)

.1.83 (:89)'

2.20 (1.06)

3.79 (1.03)

1.83 (.87)

1.92 (.98)

1.41 (.62)

1.83 (.90)

3.68 f.94)

1.96 (.86)

2.27 (1.05)

3.40 (1.12)

2.-62 (1.01)

2.39' (.96)

2.61 (.89)

2.41 (1.03)

3.75 (.97)

3.57 (.75).

3.74 (.88)

2.71%01,22)

2.35 (.93)

1.961:89)

2.26 (1.00)

3.77 (.92)

1.91 (.80)

1,98 (.94)

1.52 (.69)

1.89 (.89)

358 (.89)

2.06 '(.83)

2.44 (1.05)

3.11(1.12)

2.95(.94)

2.54 (.96)

Z:70(.90)

2.49 (.98)

1.58 (.95)

3.42 (.69)

3.31 4.86)

2.91 (1.19)

4.52 (.96)

2,03 (.96)

2.48. (1.10)

3.67 (.99)

1.97 (.92)

1.94^(.90)

1.55 (.78)

1.90 (.84)

3:53 (.89)

2.14 (.84)

2.56 (1.14)

2.8911.,17)

3.29 (.84)

2.77 (.96) s

2.85 (.93).'

2.46 (.90)

3.39 (1.07)

3.29,(.76),

2.94 (1.16)

2.94 (1.22)

.84 0.06)

2.36 (1.23)

2.92 (1.35)

3.81 (.98)

2.421106)

2.19 (.98)

1.73 (.92)

2.12 (1.07)

3.42 (1.10)

2.62 (1.17)

2.73 (1.31)

2.54 (1.07)

3.56 (1.00)

2.81 (1.13)

3.17 (1.00)

2.84 (1.21)

3.12 .21)

3.31 (.84)

2.65 (1.23)

3.35-(L441
-S.00 (1.12)

4.78***

5.46***

1.53(NS)

1/4/6.99-

0.77(NS)

7.40

2.27(NS)

3:40**

7.11

6.22

14.82

40.63

11.34

6.71

'1.38(NS)

9.08

13.65

55.\02>1

14.98

The number of missing eases ranged from-0.71 to 4.8%; Based on 2214 risponses,(0.7%
missing) the breakdown of responses by effoft was: Excellent (10.3%), Above Avg.
(39.9%1, Average(41.6%), Below Avg. (7.0%), Poor (1.2%).

All Fs are significant at p<.0001 with exception of asterisks ( * * *p <.001, **p<'.01)

6,5
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4
u;is course in a more favourable light. This, however, is pure spec-.

ation and the findings are insufficient to support such a causal.

elationship. .

To our, k owledge, findings of this sort have not been widely

reported on the literature. The results again question the notion

that individual student ratings are not biased by presumably irrele-

vant factors.

3.6 THE EFFECT OF INSTRUCTOR VARIABLES ON SOST RATINGS

Ss These analyses were based on the responses of 2229 students

who were enrolled in93 class sections taught by 53 different instruc-'
tors. For a description of theSe subjects see Table 1.3.

Analytic Meihods.d'Analysis of variance procedures were used to

assess the effects of the instructor's rank and sex on SOST ratings.

All analyses were performed 'on class means (N=93) tince mean ratings

are most often used to assess teaching effectiveness.

Mean ratings for individual items Within class\sections were

calculated using SAS procedure "means." One-way analyses of variance

were performed on class ratings by instr'uctor's rank and by i'nstructor's

sex. The "GLM" procedure of the SAS package was used in these analyses._

A fixed-effects model (I) was employed. On univariateF-ratioS and
their significanclevels are reported' Student "t-tests" were not

performed even though they are commonly used in 2- group designs.

See section 3.54. A breakdown of means and.stapdard deviations by

sex and rank was accomplished using SPSS
SUbprog'ram-"Breakdown."

A description of instructors-by seic and rank is presented in

Table4.2.

3.61 The Effect of Instructor's Rank on SOST Ratings

For purposes of this analysis4 academic ranks were identified:

Professor; Associate Professor, Assistant Professor, and ethe'r The

catigory-of-"Gther",includesall non-professorial teaching,staff

including LectbrirsvInstructors,jnd Teaching, Assistants.

Five (5) of the SOST items showed slgnifiCant differences when

class means were categorized bylthe:_itaileniic Tank of the instructor.

In'all cases the evaluations_tenatCto favour senior staff members.
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1

(Profeisor, Associate' Professor) over junior staff members (Table 3.12).

Senior staff members were judged to be mom &lorconsistently pre-
pared for class (Red 12), more readily available fdr consultation
(Item 16), generally more helpfUl in'their attitude toward students
(Item 17), better able to motivate students (Item 20), and less
demanding in the amount of work,required (Item 26). These findings
may be surprising_to some, however, they are consistent with previous
work in the area (Table 2.9).

It had been our belief and that of many others that students
perceive seniorwfaculty as too busy with research, and profes-
sional matters to be availdble and helpful to undergraduate students.
Interestingly, this turns oUt not to be the case.

These findings, however, do not addtesi a more important
question: "Do favourable ratings imply that senior faculty members
are in fast more effective

teachers than 4Unior faculty members"?
Or; put another way, "Are studehts biased in their ratings with
respect to their instructors' age, experience, demeanor and general
appearance or do they in fact-learn more effectively w hen taught

b4 senior faculty members"? Tantalizing-as this question is, A
is,simpiy unanswerable on the basis of the available evidence.

3.62 The Effect of Instructor's Sex on 'SOST Ratings

Significant differences were found on'7 SOST items when class
section means were classified by instructor's'sex. Where differences
were found,- meah ratings-consistently

fiVoUrecimaleInstruciors over
female instructors (Table 3.111. These findings are not consistent
with a large bodyof evidence which tends to show that student ratings'
are not affecteby instructor's sex.

Logically, one might entertain 3 possible explanations for
these findings.:,

1.) the male instructors in .the sample were in -fact more

effective teachers than the female instructors

2) the students were biased'in their evaluations

3) 'the effects of, instructor sex are confounded-by'other

variables.
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Table 3.12 EFFECT OF INSTRUCTOR'S RANK ON SOST RATINGS

0=93)

Item

i4-- 4f
$

Means and .(Standard OeviatiOns) b /(ank

Prbfessor
Associate -r

Professor
Assistant
,Professor

9
,

1.99 (.76) 1.78,(.57) 1.74 (.,39)

10 2.04 (.66) 2.21 (.61) 2.11 (.71)

11 3.95 (.54) 3,78 (.72) 3.66 1.64)
12 1.64 (.53) 1.77 (.34) 1.86 (.73)

13 1.73 (.60) 2.06 (.51), . 1.98 (.45)

-__ 14 1.24 (.19) 1.54 (.31) 1.47 (.33)

15 1.64 (.36) 1.69 (.51.) 1.89 (.45)

16 3.98 (.48) 3.97 (.51) 3.62 (.48)

17 1.64 (.38) 1.77 (.47)1 2.10 (.40)
1.8 2.05 (.60) 2.08 (.59) 2.26 (.56)

/t9 3.55 (.54) 3.46 (.48) 3.31 (.52)

20 2.34 (.51) 2.50 (.56) 2.60 (.47)

21 2.23 (:56) 2.35 (.52) 2.37 (.54)

22 2'13, (.50) 2.49 (.44) 2.44 (.49)
23 2.15 (.58) 2.29 (.35) 2.41 (.58)

24 3.55 (.52) 3.60 (:38) 3.45 (.45)

25 3.51 (.241_ 3.53 (.25) 3.49 (.501
i6 2.81 (.48) 3.35 (.50) 3.61 (.51)
27 2.99 (.55) 2.90 (.24) 2.88 (.54)

28 2.13 (.54) 2.20 (.35) 2.29 (.36)

I

'. Other

1.84 (.32)

2.23 (.45)'

3.81, (.40)

2.06 (.45)

1.98(.44)

1.54 41)1

1.71 (.32)

3.t7,(.24)

1.84 (.27)

2.37 (.43)

3.24 (.44)

2'.81 w(.38)

2.33 (.36)

2,,46 (.40)

2.55 (.44)

3.70 (.34)

1.42'(.30)

3./1 (.36)

k74 (.43)

-2.33 (.28)

F rati

0.S')
0.48

0.70(NS)

2.70*

1:06(NS)

1:95(NS)

1.42(NS)

6.42***

4.87**

1.95(NS)

1.70(NS)

11.31**

0.210S)

1.70(NS)

2.59(NS)

2.03(NS)

0.55(NS)

13.32****

1.37(NS)

1.20(NS)

1

Of the 93 class sections, 10 were taught be Professors, 14 were taught by
Associate Professor, 20 were taught by Assistant ProfessorS, and 49 were
taught by "other" staff members, primarily T.A.s.,,

2 ****p< .0001, .***p<.001, **p<001 , *p<.05.

6



'Tabl e 3.13 EFFECT .OF'INSTR4TORP'S SEX ON SOST RATINGS

I

j 17

18

20

21

22

23

24

25

26.

27'

Means and (Standard Deviatf4s) by Sex'

Male

4

1.76 (.34)

2.09 (.56)

. - 3.86 (.50)

1..13.7 (.62)

1.82 (:36)

1.45 1.35)

- 1.69-(.39)

3.75, (.46)

1.85 (41)

2.16 (.51)

3.42 (.47)

2.57 (.4

2.291.44)

_2,16 (.48)

- 2.28' (.46)
. 4

3%65 (.39)

3.45 (.35)

3.44-(.51)

2.G.1 T.46)

2.21 (.32)

Female

1.92 (:521

' 2.30 (.54)

. 3.69 (.55)

2:01 (.3)

2.17 (.54)

1,55 (.40)'

41.81 (.38)

3.59 (.32)

1.89 00)
2.42-1.48)

3.18 (..47)
2.81 (.44)

24.39 (.46)'

2.52 (.36)

2:67 (.45)

3.57 (4))
3.48 (.32)

A 3.671.47)

2.8;M:43)

2.38-(.35.)

"Al

.

Item

9

10

11

12.

13

14415

16

1.

(N=93)

F ratio
2

1. 5(fit)

.#3: 26(NS)

2.16(NS)

1.46(NS)

13.28*** '

f

, 1.56(141S)

$2.27(NS)

3.84(NS)

01.22(NS)

6.47*

5.74*

6.22*'

1.17(NS)

,3.21(NS)

16.17****

0.98(NW

0,11(NS)

4.99*

0.04(NS)

5.78*

4

1
,

Of the 93 class- sec Oons 55 were taught by1 male instructors and 38 were
taught by female instructors-.

.

2 ****p fl.0001, ***p <.061, *p <.05.

111
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The tlOird explanation is perhaps the most likely wer.
: An examination of Table 1.2-shows that t1e largemajoriy pf

the female instructors in the simple are found in the lowe aca is

''hanks (as they are at the University, in general)'. As a r t,

the effect of instructor sex may be confoundid by the effect, of
. academic rank. In order to test th*s .hypothesis one could,perform

a 2 -way analysis of variance
thereby ,partialling- out the variance

attributable to each of the main effects (sex and, rank). Unfdrtun-
itely, thie sake size is'too small for an adequate analysis. 'Such.

an ariblysis would be based on an experimental des/iv containing

a number of near-empty cells.
, ,

7 THE 4FFECT OF CLASS VAgIABLESON SOST RATINGS

) Ss Thesegnal4S were based on .the response of 2229 students
who were enrolled 93 class sections taught by '53 different instruc-
tors. For a description of these sihjects see Table 1.3.

,

Analytic Methods. Analysis of variance procedures w&e,used to4~744,

asses the effects'of class size and meeting time on SOST rotings.,

All analyses were performed on class meak(N-293). For a. further ,

_

desdriptidn bf analytidlmethods see section 3.6.
!

/A.71 The Effect of Class Size on SOST Ratings

Each of the 93 class sections was categorized -as either "small ",

"medium" ,or "large. 'Operationally, a small class ;',47a-ffned'as
, f

having fewer than 20 students; 'a medium class as '-having 20 to 50
students,. and a'large class 'as having riliOre. than 50. students. The
mean class 'ze fOf.' all sections was approximately 24 (23.97).

The results of the analyses of variance -showed' si§nificanta

differences for 10 SOST 'items when section mean responses were .

1,17' classified by class size (Table 3.14). Mean:sgtion ratings generally
favoured small and/or med4urt sized daises over largeclasses. 'These
findings support previous -work on` the effects of class size orliir

evaluations (Table 2.10). . 1r
,

'A long-standing debate among edocatcirs and psychologists hasp.

centred around the effect of class size on school' learning. Do students -1 e

lo

f

c
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Table 3.14 EFIry OF CLASS SIZE ON SOST RATINGS1

(N=93)

1-

10,

.11

c 12

13

14°

15

16-

17

18

_

20

2'l

22

,23

, 24 .

ift 25

', 26

) 276,

, 28

Means-and (Standard Deviations) by Class Size

Small (<20 Medium (26-50) ,

1.72 (.31)

2.12 (.53)

3.85 (-:67)

1.96 (.59)

2.02 (.46)

1.55 (.40)

1.67 (.37)

3.72 (.50).

1,. 74' . 27)

Z.201.49)

.43\34 (;51,),

?.58 (.1) 0.
:2.19 (.42)

2.2/ (.47)

3.64 (.44)

3.44 (:384

3-.41 f .46)

3.01 (.604

a.14

1.82 (.30)

219 (.55)

3.81 ('.48)

1.98 (.55)

1.78 (.37)

1.48 (.44)

A 1.67 (.31)

3.68 (.29)

1.82 (.32)

'2.27 (.44)

3.41 (.41)

i-P274 (.39)

2.38 (.39)

2.45 (.42)

I 2.31 ,(.27)

(.31)
do3l:46 ( .29).

3,7,2 (.42)

2.60 ,(.34)

2:29 (.28)

La9e (>50)

2.01 (45)

'2.27 (.62)

3.65"(.60)

1..79 (.30)

' 2.13 (.5'4)

1.42 (.17)

1-.9 (.45)

3.56 (.37)

2.38 (.62)

. 3.17 (.49)

2.73 (.47)

2.5.1 (.48)

fe. 66 (. 34 )
2.58 (.38),

' x:311(.34)

.3.51 '

3.50 (.62)

2,78 (.32}

. 2.:50 (':31)

F ratio

3.34*

0.51(NS)

1,14(NS)'

0.98(NS)

4.88**

0.97(NS)

5.34**

'p1.76(NS)

10.454'4:44:

-0.84(NS)..

1.71 (NS) .

'1.30(NS)

4.49*

6.13**

2.08(NS)

6.04*.*

0.37(NS)

3.44*

8.43*** -

9,38***

. - - .

.

,F . l'af' tfk93 cla'ss setions 40 were elassified'as 'small" (fewer tbkn: 20
. stpdenis4,), 30 were claS'sifte as "medium"(20-50 students)-, and.23were, classified as "large" (mote dah 50 students). Ave-ra.geclass size' was24..- 1 i. 4 ' * I'

," /

4

Jr-
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actually:learn:Mare cli9s? While evidence exists both

for and against this
:
propotition,, it is'generally agreed thatieachers '

and students alike prefersmaller Classes to. larger oneS. The results.

of their analyses should,. therefire not be surprising.

3.72, The Effect of Class. eetling Time on SIOST,Ratihgi
-,,-

-_______
--

Significant,differenebs 'were'found for 3 SOSTftems when section

mean,respohses were classified by class meeting time (Table 3.15)....

These findings do not support the often -heard con'tention,the/t morning

classes are rated more fivouriblY than mid -day and afterno5.clasSii. 4
''

* The results indicate that students enrolled i.n. afternoon and
.

evening classes feel that' verbal and written feedback have been' more'
4

written
.

' -constructive than students in other classes (Item 22)11. Furthprmore, ,..df

.

afternoon and evening stydents feel Qat-the work required by the
,

course- was less intensive. (It' 26) and they.arelessitkely,tb:indi- o.. ' .

',cate that the material .was, ond.their previmis4cademic experience' '; . N
i

.(IteM 27). %

40.

IV SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS.A4 RECOMMENDATIONS

. .

-4. . v
,,\

This sectfbh sumMerizes the findings of the study, presents the

-conclusions, and forwaits seral recommendations concerning the devel-_ .

.
,

opment and use.of teaching evaluation instruments at the University of

Windsor,
/

4.1 'SUMMARY

4:11 Internal* ohsisiercy

The internal consistency of the SOST (using Cronach's alpha d

coefficient) was fOunlito be moderate to relatively' high on thi:ee of

-thefisubscales (Secti
As,

A, 8, and C). 'However, the alpha coefficients

for Section D (.371)and Section E (.19) were unacceptably Sow. This
. ., .

.finding is cansi'qtent with the factor analyskis which shows that items
4

'in Sections__ D and- E,1Q4,d) on separate factors,
e

..

4.12 'Stability .
,,,,- ,.4

. .

The stability OWicients for th'e SOST were foufid to' be Aerate
,

to low, but generally, within the range reported for other teathing !' 4i
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Tabld 3.15- EFFECT OF CLASS MEETING TIME 0N SST RATINGS1

(N=93)

1

Item

*63

. Means and (Standard Deviations) b' Meeting Time I ,.

1Morning

9

40

11

12

13

14

15

16

.17

18

119

20 4,

21'

23

/24 ,

. 25

26

28

1.83 (.44).

`,2.23(.61)(.61)

3.78 (.52)

1.91 (.48)'

1.90 (.37)

1.51 (.30)

1.83 (.4a)

3.64 (.46)

.1.98 ( )

-2.33 (.

3.19 (:58)

2.79 (.6)

2:44 (.63)-)-=

(41.61 (.45)

2.42 (.36),

3.58 .(.35)

3.42 (.31')

3.71 .36)

2.63 (:3d).

2.36 (.32'.

Mid-day Afternoon/Evening 1 F ratio
2

1.84 (.44)

2.16 (.55)'

(.49).

(.59)--

1:95 (.53)

1,47 (.39)

°- 1.65 (.35)

3.73 (.39)

2.25 (.46)

3.44' (.35)

2.61' (.42) .

;1.40:,(.43)

2.44 (.57).

3:62 (.45)

3.4V(.37)

1.53'(.52)

2.187" (.52)

24 (.35)

2

4'H

Twenty-sv (27) classermet in the morning (9:00 or 10:00 A.M.)., 41/
classes at mid-day (11:00, '12:00 or li:0(1) and 23-classes met in/the
afternoon or evening (2:-00 -.7:00 , . if

)

3.24 (.48) ,21'73(NS1

2.63 (.47): 1.23(NS)

.23(.42) ,1.46(NS)

.45 .89) 4.61*

,2.47 f:49) 0406(1,6)

3.64 (.37) c '0.116(NS)

.4 .3.52 (.29)' : 0.58(NS)

3.34 (.58) 4*

t 2.94 (.18) s ,3.76*

6.2.27, (.35) 0:84(NS)

.

*p <.Q5

II

4'H

Twenty-sv (27) classermet in the morning (9:00 or 10:00 A.M.)., 41/
classes at mid-day (11:00, '12:00 or li:0(1) and 23-classes met in/the
afternoon or evening (2:-00 -.7:00 , . if

1
44
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/11,evaluation instruments. Mean coefficients were,: ,58 (7 day interval,/

.53 (14' daystnterval), .49 (21 day interval' and .43 (28 day intervaq,

.

4.13. Relationship Between Ratings,and Student.Achievement

Low but significant correlations were foUnd between 11 of the

SOST 'items and student achievement in an introductory 'psychology course.

In all cases, the signfficanycorrelations indicated a positive

relationship between student ratings ant achievement.

These.findingis-are to as evince thr7the instrument possesses

a certain degree of criterion-related validity for it argues that

instructorse'who receive favourable ratings are more 'successful in

facilitating learnling.amomg their students than.Cnstructors who

favdurable ratings,. , !

-

4.14 Factor Analysis'

Five factors emerged frouitKe factor analyi4proGequre.' lese
factor's accounted for'approximately 551 .of the variance i'n the item.

responses. In general, factor loadings were moderate.to 1,ow and. the

interpretation of the factor structure was complicated by a significant

numbe'r of crowloadings4

The five factors were identified as follows:.

Factor'I - Instructional Skill (Item,--91410, 11, 12, 18, 19,

( 20, and ,This is a general factor whichmeasures

the instructors ability to communicate with and moti-

vate students. The prrge number'of items indicates

a possible "halo effect.`'

4
Interaction (Items 17,,20, 21, 22, and 28). This

factor is ,a. measure of rapport and the general level*

of verbal and written exchuges between students and -AA

A the
t
instructor. . y ,

,Factor III - Work-load (Items 25 and 2.6). This rfactdP is a me4Oure

of the amount of work required -in the course..
,

.

Factor IV - Organization (items-12, 13, and 14). This factor is:

a general assessment of the Instructor's preparNness

and clarity in explaining course objectes'and'

?actorlti"

0
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requirerOnts.

Fattor V r Feedback (Item 24). This factor measUres the extent

to whith the student is ableto assess his progress
,

and acKievement in the course.

4:15 Effect 'of Student Variables OR Ratings
.

,

4410
it ''crhe reSUltt of'a se ries.of analyses of variance indicated that:

..., ]
a) thefstudent's major (faculty affiliatiafir*p affect his

;
.

evalvtions of 'courses an instructors

a

'b) upper:4vel and graduate-level students tend to rate instruc-
,

torg more favourably than lower-level students

-studentsowht feel that their performance is "superior" or

* "above average" re4tiye to others in the class tend to give 14

their instructors better ratipgs%

I

qr

dl.
-1r---
elective

777,
courses` e rated more favourably than required

Cturses

students who report that their effort in the course was

"excell'ent" or "above average" ,'relative to 'their effort in

other courses rate the instructor and the course more favour-

ably than other students.

4:16 Effect Of InstruCtoeVariables dh)latings

Analys0 of variance Indicated that, in'several cases (5 items),
. senior faculty'Members (Professor;. Associate Professor) are evaluated

'more favourably than,junior'facultimembers (Ailkistant'Professor; others).

Furthermort,,male instructors receive more positive ratings than female

intruetors on 7, items.

4-.17 Effect of Crass Variables orVa tings,

.

A final'secies of ma yses of variance showed that small.and mfdivw

-sized classes tend to ceive mde favourable ratings than large classes

41.:(10 items) but that classmeeting timegenerallyha's no effect:oh student

evaluations. . %.

A

,'S
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4.2", CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

'Although the 50ST seems to possess some relatively positive
psychometric qualities; namely criterion- related validity and reasonable
stability, the instrument shOuldnot-be adopted in its present form
without revision and further testing; qf particular concern is the
factor structure and the associated internal co4istency as well as,
student, instructor, and class variables which, in some cases, consis-
tently affect student rat rags.

Specifically, the existing subscale organization of the SOST does
not accurately'reflect the factoritructure of the instrument. This
is shown by .the magnitude of loadings within factots and is manifest
in low inter:nal:consistency

coefficients among 2 of the 5 subscales.
Furthel-more, serious consideration must be given to factors

which direct student ratings, especially those over which instructors
have little or no control (ex:

class size, required/elective course,

instructor sex and rank). If major decisions concerning faculty fate
aretd'be eased, in part, on student evaluations; then ratings must
be adjusted to take these factors.,into 'account.

One of the avoweelurposes of student evaluations is to provide
feedback to instructors who,wish to improve their teaching effectiveness.
ilOrnaps this is the most important use of thes-e ratings. Unfortunately,

re is.cpsiderable doubt whether items stated in global terms (such,
,e5 'Th*instructor motivated one to put forth a good effort") provide.

this feedback 'in sufficiently specific terms. . Comipare, for example,
items on 'the SOST with the following items taken fitm Murray's (1977)
Teacher gating Tom:

The instructor:

14. moves,ba4 and forth Ali front_of crass

17. 'asks students questions during lecture

20. addresses indtVidual stucints by name
23. maintains eye contact with students

31. gesture's with hands and arms,,whileSpeaking

.`Items such as these which are based on specific, observable;',

I.

7j
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teaching behaviours are considerably more useful to instructors and

at-e probably mare reliable since students need not make inferences

concerning the insVuctOr's motivations or general abilities.

Based on-these and other considerations the f011owing recommen-

dationslare forwarded:

.

.

Reccmmendation 1: If the existing instrument is to be retained,

the following revisions should.b; considered:

a) The existing subscale organization 'of the SOST should be

dropped in favour of either rand ordering of items

without subscale headings-or use of subscales, which

# reflect the factor structure of
e-
the instrument (Instruc-

tional Skill, Interaction, Workload, Organization, and-

Feedback).

b) Items 15, is, 23, and 27 should be omitted. Those items

.have reasonably low factor loadings and tTerefore tend to

obscure the significance of individual factors.,

c) Items 12, 20, and 21 cross -load significantly on two factors.A
These items should be reworded or deleted.

The Likert scales associated with Items 25 and ip should be

reworded so that they are consistent with other items

(ex: strongly agree, agree

e) Other instruments should be examined to find additional and

appropriate replacement items within factors (Appendix D)
f) An addition'al subscale containing items on grading procedures

should be added.

Recommendation 2: Several other existing instruments should be

reviewed as possible alternatives to the SOST (Appendix D). The following

instruments were administered to students who were-enrolled in the second

semester of an introductory psychology course _Psychology 115b):

a) Murray's 'Teacher Rating Form (1977)

b) Educational Testing Service's Student Instructional Report

(1975)

c) KansasSiate,University's IDEA*Survey Form (1975)

d) Purdue University's mCafeteri Instructional Rating Form (1975)
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Correlations between items-on each of these instruments and
SOST items are giVen in Appendix D. In addition to the instruments
listed above, FreY's'Instructional

Rating Form (Frey, 1973 and
Appendix D ) should be given seriou(Wconsideration.

The advantages of these insiiuments over the SOST are several.'
As was mentioned earlier, Murray's instrument is bated on specific,
obs'ervable behaviours and therefore maArovide more informative
feedback to instructors. It may also be we reliable.

The advantagi of the ETS, Kansas State and Turdee instruments
is that a considerable ampuntlf-normative

data is already available
based on classes in-a wide range of academic disciplines, class sizes,
instructor ranks and so forth. Use of these instruments and their
normative scales would redUte the problem of adjusting for differences0in student, instructor and class variables.

Finally, items of Frey's Instructional Rating Form have been
show to correlate very well with student achievement (r-- .90). This
implieNalidities considerably better than the SOST. In addition,
factor loadings on each of Frey's 7 subscales are consistently high
(approximately .90).

Recommendation Further studies should re-examine the effects
of student, instructor, and class tariables on ratings. Before any
rating system is institutionalized, a method of adjusting ratings for

these variables must be developed.

Recommendation 4: Further studies should examine differences
among ratings in the various departments, schools, and faculties
of the University to determine how best to adjust for differences in
academic disc,iplines and instructional styles.

4
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PART

e //* -
STUDENT OPINION SURV OF, TEACHING

General Inforsatir O.

a -..;. */ major is in: Arts Social Sci
A 'I ce Science 4 Math Dusiniss' Other

)
C E

This tours& is part .of my 112110/1EnvicmOgir.,
i

!is

4

I*

I have cowleted the following numbet of University, level full courses (two1half
courses equal one full):'0--2 3--7 8--12 1$ - -. .-J7- B' I Cr IF ' . -1---

13 - -17o-
Ai. Raiing,iplelf againt4heoperformance_pf _other students in. the class, I see myselfirt

in one df Oka follbwing grot?i: superior: 'above overage, avers e, below. averav,failing. A B
W

e D
E i ...

5. This course wag compulsory.,, YES NO . NOT SURE
. ,

A 7F -c

6i attendance and punctuality have been tonsistently good. YES NO

. . . ,A
' 7. Compared to other courses I have taken, I consider my effort in this course to have

been: 'excellent, above average, perage , .below average, poor,.
A. B C D E '

18. I have found the 'material in this' course 'to be inherently diffa-cult. YES
A, B

A

PART ALL FOG QUESTIONS ARE RATED ON A FIVE -POINT SCE FROM STRONGLY AGREE TOSfRONGLYII DISAG CEPT. %HERE NOTED. -;
a. .

Section A. 'limitation ( Instructor - Grow -Interaction)

9. instructor is clear and audible. 4 11110

Stron y Not . - St rongly
,Agree rem e. Sure Disagree Disagree

B C " D E
A

10. The instructor presented material* a coherent manner, eirphalbzing major points
and making rerationships clear.

`'Strongly! . " Not Strongly,-
.

kg2Ale . Agree Sure Disagree Disagree
^ B

---t 0 D E
.11. Course loaterild was, diservini zed arid .hinde-4. 4d understanding. .

'
Strongly, 5

Not ; ' St rongly
. i

Agree
A

Aye ". Sure Disagree Dsagree
C D E

412. The instructor Was consistently prep'areil for class. A ,
Strongly i Not Strongly
Agree Agree Sure Di a rem ! Disagree

A,
ali B C D. E

t. 13. The' instructor was. clelr on what was expected regardi g/course requirementsilks
r,assignments, exams, etc.

''.*.
Stiopgly Not .' Strongly'.

Sure Di s a'greei Agree '. Agree Disagree
A 8' C D E

14. - The rnstructor' attendance and, pl& nctuality have been consistently good.
1

t I A't iStrongly . '_ Not 'Strongly'
1., 1--E

.1,Agree Agree ' Sum Disagree Disagree '
A B -Z. D . ,de E

Siction B. Communication- (Instructor'- I vidual Interaction) . . i
IS. , The instructor, encouraged and readily responded, to student questio84..

1 ..-

Strongly ' Not . Strongl y - . '.
Agree Agre" Sure Disagree Z, (1 . D w E 2. ,.16.. The instructor hes # been readily available for crsultation.by appointment+ ,or otherwisM. t.

.Strongly Not . Strongly
Xgree'. . Agree . Sure Dis itgrce , Di sagree

A ' B C D " B
r. I. f. ....,,,

- ., . _i



I

....

- 7 9
\

,,
1,7. The instructor maintained a generally helpful attitude, toward studerits and their

problems.

Strongly Not Strongly
k

A B C D ....,...,
reeAgree Agree Sure Disagree pii*

Section er -Motivation and Ippact '18.- The,instructor aide this course as., interr ting as the suksject,eatter would allow.
.Strorigly , Sot C.. Strongly

1
B C D

Dis agieeAt
.

E ,iir

m.. jil Agree Sure Disagree

19. The instructor did not increase zi interest in the subject utter of the course.
Strongly , Not . Strongly .. Agre4' Agree' Sure Di sagree

-`, D
DisagreeA B C E.

20. Thl... instructor motivated me to-\ ,put forth. a good elilort.
Strongly . Not

,-
y StronglyAgree Ne_- Sure Disagree Disagree

A B C D ; E
21. The instructor was successful in %eking difficult ial understandable.

Strongly Not StronglyAgree Nrte. Sure Disagree Disagree "A 8 C D E
Section D. Feedback V--;

22.
...

Verbal oitrrittencomments on assignments have been constructive. -

Strongly Not - StronglyAgree Sure Disagree Disagree'Agree
_ tA 9 C1 ' ;.:

23. The evaluation system for this course was fairly applied:
.Strongly ' Not Strongly' 'fAgree AgAgree Sure Di.sairee'Disagree

A B- C D . , E
24. Throughout this course, I have-not been able to assess my progress and achievement.

Strongly 'Not .
StronglyAgree

-. Agree Sure Disagree Disagreet A ' ' B C D E , '
25. The i'nstructor's expectations for studeht perforkirice were very low, low, overate,high, very

E

high. 4 B CD *
Section E. Standards

26 ( The. amount ot ...work r uired for this course has been very 'light,' iikht, average,Nheavy,,verneavy. , A Ef . ' C$
...ii E

,

,
. -

2'7. The material covers in this course has been beyorurmy previous academic expertience.
, IIStrongly . Not StronglyfAgree, Agree Sure, Qisagree Disagree,

'
A 4 C . D

. E
28. The assignments provideil a valUable learning experienc.

%trongly: '' Not ., StronglyAgree AgTee Sure Disagree.
-, A i

C .1 E
pfsagree

w . 5 t .
k

HO this questionnaire gihen you an adeqtfate opportunity to express yoursopinion about the, instrsion in this course'
YES , NO .. \ ,

A Bt
1

7

0'
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University of Windsor

1
.

Dear Prof. February 17, 1977%

Thank you for agreeing to cooperate in the validation of the StudentOpinion Survey of Teachjnq.',-As
you probably know, this instrument was developed by the Faculty Senate Student Evaluations Committee and is
being consiPered for university-wi.de adoption. Dr.,.David Reynolds and have received an O.U.P.O.U.P.I.D. Grant to
examine the reliability and validity of the SOST and to recommend changes or revisions. A copy of the instrument
is attached.)

w
,

So t-hat we might collect data without unnecessarily disrupting-your clas schedule, I'd. like to ask yoj to
complete the table shown below by indicating: (1) the course name/number :

(2) date you wish the evaluation' 411.

-(3) clips meeting time_
(4) meeting place,(building and room #),

(5) whether the evaluator (research assistant) shoulddistribute
the rhstrument at the beginning or at,the end of the period

(6) apprpximate enrollment

Depending on class size, he evaluation requires approximately 10-15 mibutes of clas time.

,

Course

.--,

Evaluation
Date

.

Meeting

Time
Meeting

. Place

atdistribute
Beginning/end
of peridd

-., .

ApprOXimate

!Enrollmentt.
, 0

.

.

,

,

.

_
.

,

. .

,

-5
.

.

.

.

,

.
.

.

.

All da+e will be treated'oonfiacntially.

can be provided. P!easq indicate if you illw'sh

Trank you again-fo- your colkberatron-
fie

if you wish, a complete printout of your own,evaluation

e a copy of your evaluation ( yes'; no).

this to me by Friday, February 26th.

4

Joel d., Mintzes

,Asistlikt Professor
Department.of Bjolagy

CP
rsJ
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84.

"NORMATIVE" DATA FOR 50ST1

0=4:CUSSES)

Standard Deviation -Average
-Item - Mein of 4ans Standard teviation

.0,82- .43 .7?

10 2.18
%.56

.83

11 3.79 .53 .88

12 1.93 .53 .73

1.96 .47". .83

14 1.49 .37 .55,
15- 1.74 .39 .71

/. 3.69 4 .41

17 1..86 .37 . 4 .70

18 2.27 .51 .87
19 3.32 .48 .99

20 2.67 .'47 .91

21' .44 .80
.22- 2.43 .4\4 .89

23 2.44 .49' .919

24 '3.62 .96

25 3.46 .34 .78

26 3.53 .51 .8i
27 2.82

28< .34 * .88

'

.49

i Mean - this column contains the means of Average StandarOteviation th,is
CTais report means.", Means fl-oni combined column contains the average stari-7
fepOrts and also those frOm individual dard deviatiorfs of .the c lass, 1*
class reports may, be" comparcedtto these- rpert means. IT.-'11-;11ropriate
means. . ,, -.to-compare the stardard devia--

<,.4tions in an individual instruc-Starklard DeviatiOn of t- e Means - this ,:tOr's,.cjass, report with these '*column contaths". the s dard deviationS , +4
. . bf the class report ns. It is appro-- '. ':944`-''

priate-to c e standard deviations .", 4r

... fioyombined reports with, these figites.
. kamossal

4P6

4
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